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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

C

ulminating a ten-year planning process, an
intensive six-month effort has resulted in a
regional Transit/Land Use Plan for CharlotteMecklenburg through the year 2025. This plan
proposes a rapid transit system as a means of
supporting land use initiatives to attain the
vision of the Centers and Corridors Plan. The
fundamental goal of the Centers and Corridors
Plan is to sustain economic growth while
protecting citizens’ quality of life. The Centers
and Corridors plan, adopted by the Charlotte
City Council and Mecklenburg Board of County
Commissioners in 1994, and reaffirmed through
inclusion in the approved 2015 Plan, identified
five major transportation and development
corridors extending from the Center City of
Charlotte to the County’s border and beyond.

Centers and Corridors Plan
The development of this 2025 Transit/Land Use
Plan incorporates technical analysis, public
education, outreach and hands-on public
involvement. The resulting recommendations
assume continued improvement of the entire
existing public transportation system and
continued improvement of the regional roadway
system.

Charlotte-Mecklenburg outside these five
corridors as well as future transit extensions into
adjacent jurisdictions.

Recommendations
To support implementation of the Centers and
Corridors vision, the 2025 Transit/Land Use
Plan proposes to:
•

Concentrate major office centers at stations
along the corridors and in the Center City to
serve as the key land use strategy supporting
transit to enable more people to take
advantage of rapid transit as an alternative to
driving.

•

Focus residential multi-family development
at stations in the corridors and the Center
City rather than dispersed throughout the
County.

•

Establish Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) in the
Independence, Airport and University
Corridors.

•

Develop rail technology in the North
Corridor along the existing rail alignment,
but only if appropriate land use designations
and development occur to support rail. The
proposed rail system is also complemented
by some BRT improvements.

•

Develop rail technology in the South
Corridor along the existing rail alignment.

•

Provide feeder bus services to the “wedges”
(areas between the corridors) and link to
transit centers and station areas.

•

Increase local and express bus services to
supplement rapid transit and include
expanded hours of operation and special
services for the elderly and people with
disabilities.

•

Expand local and express bus services for
the towns.

This Transit/Land Use Plan can accommodate
connections to key development hubs within
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Costs

Benefits versus Costs

Capital costs to build the rapid transit system
included in this plan total $760 million over 25
years (see table below). This includes a 30
percent construction contingency to account for
unanticipated expenses to implement the plan.

By making the Centers and Corridors Plan more
likely to succeed, transit will benefit the entire
community, not just those who ride the system.
These community-wide benefits, some of which
are quantifiable, include:

North
University
Independence
South
Airport
Total

0-5
34
65
32
26
18
$ 175

6-10
79
13
33
95
19
$ 239

11-25
106
36
61
106
37
$ 346

Total
$ 219*
$ 114
$ 126
$ 227
$ 74
$ 760

* Does not include median HOV lanes that
can be utilized by buses to be funded under
I-77 widening project (as an HOV facility).

•

Reducing the total Vehicle Miles Traveled
(VMT) in the region, when compared to the
business-as-usual (sprawl) scenario, by
increasing the number of locations
accessible by transit.

•

Making traffic management strategies more
effective.

•

Helping the region to meet federal air
quality requirements by slowing the growth
of VMT.

•

Shortening travel times by using exclusive
rights-of-way not impeded by vehicular
traffic.

•

Providing housing and lifestyle choices less
dependent on private auto use (largely
unavailable now).

•

Maintaining the accessibility of the Center
City.

•

Increasing regional growth potential.

•

Increasing mobility for all.

•

Improving accessibility to jobs and social
services for the poor.

•

Reducing public infrastructure costs.

•

Urban revitalization.

Corridor Capital Costs
(Millions - 1998 dollars)

When capital costs are combined with costs for
operations, maintenance and other expenditures
for both the corridors and countywide transit
improvements, the total is $1,085 million over
25 years (including the operations and
maintenance cost for non-corridor
improvements). This represents an annual
average total cost of about $43 million (see
table below).
Year
Corridors
Other
Total Capital
Net O&M
Total
Annual Cost

0-5
175
14
189
40
$ 229 $
$ 46 $

6-10
11-25
Total
239
346 $ 760
12
45 $
71
251
391 $ 831
57
157 $ 254
308 $ 548 $ 1,085
62 $
37 $
43

Transit Plan Costs
(Millions - 1998 dollars)

Funding for this plan would come from a
combination of local, state and federal funding,
though not all elements will be funded by all
sources. Mecklenburg County has received
legislative approval to call for a referendum for
a half-cent sales tax dedicated to transit. This is
one source of local funding that could help
leverage additional state and federal funding.
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The quantifiable benefits of the Plan are
estimated at a total of $72 million in the year
2025. This produces a benefit-cost ratio of
about 1.6, an acceptable level of return by
national standards.
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Phased Implementation
Not all components of the plan can be
implemented concurrently. Phased
implementation allows for necessary land use
changes and maximizes the potential ridership
for this improved transit system. This phasing
involves initiatives to be implemented within the
next five years, followed by those steps to be
undertaken from years 6 to 10. Finally, the plan
identifies those plan elements to be implemented
from years 11 to 25.
The First Five Years
As is evident from the tables on the previous
page, each corridor receives some transit
investment in the first five years of the plan.
The first five-year transit improvements include:
•

Busways initiated in Independence, Airport
and University Corridors

•

I-77 North BRT improvements

•

Bus stations built along North Rail Corridor

•

Transit hubs at economic centers

•

Expanded local service

•

Increased service hours

•

New local service in all Towns

•

Increased express routes

•

New crosstown routes

•

Increased special services

•

Express bus service in all corridors

•

Coordinate with Vintage Trolley
improvements in the South corridor**

** Funding provided outside the proposed halfcent sales tax.
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Complementary early land use actions include:
•

Revise master plans/ordinances.

•

Encourage continued jobs and housing
growth in the Center City and other key
corridor locations.

•

Adopt incentive packages for station
development.

•

Acquire key parcels around selected
stations.

•

Initiate development of priority sites.

Governance
The managers of the City of Charlotte and
Mecklenburg County and the Towns of
Davidson, Cornelius, Huntersville, Matthews,
Mint Hill, and Pineville have developed a plan
to govern the proposed transit system and the
allocation of a proposed countywide half-cent
sales tax to fund transit. The creation of a
Metropolitan Transit Commission (MTC) would
coordinate transit operations on a countywide
basis, assuring the towns are well represented.
The elected bodies retain responsibility for
approving long-range transit plans and the
capital and operating programs.

Conclusion
The Charlotte-Mecklenburg community must
make appropriate land use and transit decisions
now and must implement these choices
consistently over the next two decades and
beyond. If not, the dispersal of jobs and
households into areas outside the corridors will
continue and Charlotte-Mecklenburg will
confront the same difficulties as other regions
struggling to sustain economic growth and faced
with competition from other jurisdictions less
burdened by congestion. Public transit is a vital
part of the transportation investments needed to
support the Centers and Corridors vision and to
avoid the problems experienced in other cities.
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INTRODUCTION

I

n American cities, growth disperses outward
over time. Early in their evolution, central
areas absorb the majority of development. As
the city matures, center area growth slows and
outlying areas begin to grow at a faster rate.
Left unchecked, regional cores decline and
investment moves into adjacent areas. The chart
below illustrates where Charlotte-Mecklenburg
is in this evolution.

953,000
608,000
1997 2025

Future Population Growth

The Typical evolution of regional
centers in the U.S.

777,000
Surrounding
Counties

Econ.
Growth

530,000
Central Area

The C-M
Region in 1998

1997 2025

Future Employment Growth

Time

To ensure the continued economic vitality of
Charlotte’s core areas, while accommodating
growth throughout the region, CharlotteMecklenburg has established a vision of Centers
and Corridors as its preferred future land use.
Five major transportation corridors extend from
the Center City of Charlotte to the County’s
borders and beyond. This vision calls for
concentrating development along these corridors
and developing a long-term countywide transit
system that supports the vision.
Demographic forecasts show considerable
increases in population and employment.
According to WEFA, Inc., population is
expected to grow by 345,000 people over the
next 28 years, a 57 percent increase. Over the
same period, employment is projected to grow
by nearly 247,000 jobs, a 47 percent increase.
The underlying question is where will these
people and jobs locate?
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Growth trends in Charlotte-Mecklenburg
increasingly contradict the Centers and
Corridors vision. Growth is settling into
patterns that make transit and land use planning
more difficult by scattering office development
and higher density housing throughout the
County.
Office development can concentrate a higher
number of employees on a per acre basis than
any other type of employment. Current zoning
in Charlotte-Mecklenburg does not foster such
concentrations. Instead, office developments
may locate in almost any non-residential zoning
district, and there are no incentives to focus
office growth into the corridors.
During the past decade, the “wedges,” the areas
between the corridors, have had a high
proportion of new development. Indeed, some
of the most important employment and mixeduse centers such as SouthPark and Ballantyne
are located in these wedges. This trend weakens
the Centers and Corridors vision that makes the
corridors the primary context for developments
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FORCES THAT INDUCE SPRAWL IN THE CHARLOTTE-MECKLENBURG REGION
1.

Abundant developable land in all directions; no physical or political barriers to expansive growth.

2.

Strong, growing regional economy.

3.

Extensive radial and circumferential highway system: no part of region is inaccessible.

4.

Completion of the I-485 outer belt sections is a strong inducement to local land use change.

5.

Sewer and water service is constantly expanding.

6.

Adjoining counties are aggressively pursuing job growth.

7.

Regional economy has much “back office” work that can be located outside urban core closer to where
labor pool (often women with families) lives.

8.

Relatively easy development climate.

of regional significance. Land use patterns in
the wedges do not differ sharply enough from
those of the corridors to guarantee that
development within the corridors will occur at
concentrations that transit can serve effectively.
Each of the corridors has its own distinctive
characteristics and its own set of opportunities
and constraints with regard to coordinating land
use and transit. While the Centers and Corridors
vision is a simple concept, attaining it requires
considerable effort.

Mobility Over Time
Charlotte-Mecklenburg’s future depends on its
ability to nurture the economic vitality that has
fueled its increases in population and jobs. As
development continues to expand within
Charlotte-Mecklenburg, it is crucial that the
existing economic centers do not stagnate or
decay.
Any breakdown in the regional road system that
hinders accessibility to and from Charlotte and
other Mecklenburg County centers would spell
trouble for the local economy.
Modern telecommunications and networking
allow many functions that support the Center
City to locate almost anywhere in the region. As
in other cities, a worsening of traffic congestion
could spur employers to seek locations in other
nearby jurisdictions or entirely out of the region.
The lack of an adequate transit system to link the
region’s economic centers with its labor force
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could isolate many Charlotte-Mecklenburg
residents from potential employment
opportunities.
While the economy’s current and future strength
in banking and finance bodes well for the Center
City, where such functions traditionally locate,
these functions also can decentralize to “edge
cities” off the outerbelt, which will be completed
within the next eight years. The Centers and
Corridors vision presumes that such edge cities
will be within the corridors. In particular, the
“back office” functions of finance and insurance
companies tend to locate close to suburban
residential areas and working women. These
locations also should be within, or strongly
linked to, the corridors.
Travel Demand and Congestion
Traffic congestion has increased and is projected
to continue to grow. According to a 1997 study
by the Texas Transportation Institute, Charlotte
ranks fourth in its rate of congestion growth
among the largest 50 US metropolitan areas.
Also, incidents and delays monitored on
interstates in Mecklenburg County indicate that
on average, during morning peak travel periods,
25 accidents (or breakdowns) occur. During
evening peak periods, 50 accidents (or
breakdowns) occur. Rapid transit provides a
reliable alternative to tie-ups caused by incidentrelated delays.
Mobility within Charlotte-Mecklenburg’s five
transportation corridors today ranks from fair to
very poor, with the Airport and University
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Corridors rated as having fair mobility, the
Independence and North corridors rated as
having poor mobility, and the South corridor
rated as having very poor mobility. Even with
programmed road improvements, by the year
2025, the South Corridor will deteriorate to
virtual gridlock, while the Independence
Corridor will fare only slightly better.

Gridlock
Very Poor
Poor
Fair
Good

1995

2015

Major Roadway Conditions by Corridor
Vehicle miles traveled have increased faster than
the population and are projected to continue
growing. The average individual is driving
more, and with additional dispersed
development, will drive farther. An alternative
to auto-dependence will help CharlotteMecklenburg retain its current economic

Current
Employment
Centers

advantages and provide its residents with ready
access to the employment opportunities a
growing regional economy provides.
Business as Usual
The maps below illustrate current land use
trends. While almost 60 percent of all jobs are
within the corridors today, only a quarter of new
jobs in proposed commercial developments are
within the corridors. Multi-family development
is widely dispersed throughout the County, in
response to long-standing policies to provide all
neighborhoods with some multi-family housing
options.
Without some intervention, however, current
trends will lead not only to increases in corridor
congestion, but to the decline of the Center City,
decentralized jobs at low densities, existing jobs
leaving the County and more new jobs locating
outside the County. In addition, multi-family
housing will continue to be widely dispersed.
A primary threat to the success of the Centers
and Corridors vision is increased road
congestion and gridlock. If the transportation
system fails, Center City and the other major
employment centers within Mecklenburg
County will face economic stress and possible
decline. As the Charlotte-Mecklenburg region
continues to grow, such failure is increasingly
likely.

Planned
Employment
Centers

Current
Single-Family
Current
Multi-Family

Current Land Use Trends
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The experience of other rapidly growing regions
shows that the solution to transportation
problems requires a skillful combination of
actions that improve both the road and transit
systems. A successful transportation program
will offer incentives that encourage as many
people as possible to voluntarily modify their
travel habits in favor of transit. Building new
roads and widening existing roads exclusively is
not the solution.
No cities have succeeded in curbing congestion
with a roads-only strategy. New road capacity
generally only provides short-term relief –
within three years or so, roads are again close to
full capacity because new growth shifts to the
improved corridors and commuters shift their
travel back to the peak hour. Additionally, road
widening is a finite activity because of limited
availability of land and significant negative
impacts on existing neighborhoods.
If building more roads alone is not an adequate
answer, relying solely on public transit to
resolve current and future traffic problems is
equally futile. Such a strategy ignores the
transportation needs of the large number of
people in a region who will not have convenient
access to public transit or whose employment
requires frequent travel. Nor does a transit-only
strategy resolve the problems of truck traffic and
related land uses such as warehousing and
distribution that are needed to support economic
growth. Therefore, the transportation system
should be a combination of road building, rapid
transit and other transportation services.
Rapid transit running within its own right-ofway is a reliable, efficient transportation
alternative to the expected road congestion.
Rapid transit will give Charlotte-Mecklenburg
an important tool to implement its Centers and
Corridors vision in an orderly and confident
manner.
Successful transit systems serve land use
patterns that contain numerous common “origins
and destinations.” Fulfilling the Centers and
Corridors vision will give Charlotte-
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Mecklenburg a development pattern that places
a maximum number of potential riders within
convenient access to the system.
The experiences of other cities are instructive in
understanding the reasons behind successes and
failures, defining possibilities and in providing
examples of appropriate land use-transit
relationships. Nevertheless, only if the specific
needs and opportunities for CharlotteMecklenburg are met will transit be successful.
Most of Charlotte-Mecklenburg, especially its
residential neighborhoods, is at relatively lowdensity, often very suburban in its intensity and
development pattern. Outside of Center City,
even the employment districts have grown in a
dispersed pattern, usually at low
employment/acre intensities. Making transit
succeed in such a context is virtually impossible.
One way to succeed is to adopt land use policies
that will direct development into the corridors
served by rapid transit. Employment, especially
office and service jobs, should be more
concentrated in key locations to create the
common destinations for transit riders. Creating
higher density residential developments near
potential transit stops also will increase
ridership. It is also necessary to coordinate land
use policies for the corridors with the policies
for I-485, particularly where the corridors
intersect I-485.
The land use plan presented with the transit
options preserves existing residential and
employment areas while giving existing and
future residents new opportunities to live in
transit-oriented developments at densities
similar to some of the older areas of the city.
These choices will be important to the future
economic well being of Charlotte-Mecklenburg.
The community will continue to attract
economic development based on high paying
jobs while respecting the need to protect existing
communities.
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T

he Transit/Land Use Plan presented here will
meet the specific future needs of CharlotteMecklenburg for the year 2025 and beyond. It
was developed through an intensive six-month
planning effort that entailed both technical
analysis and public involvement (see “Plan
Development” for overall study process). An
important feature of this work was the coordinated
planning of transit service and corridor land use to
achieve maximum benefits in guiding and serving
existing and future land development with transit
investments. This 2025 regional transit plan
includes land use changes that maximize the
potential ridership for the transit system, and a
phased implementation program.
The land use and transit analysis concentrated on
five corridors within Charlotte-Mecklenburg.
Each contains one or more rail right-of-way, an
interstate or other freeway-type arterial, and at
least one other major thoroughfare. The
framework of the plan includes rapid transit in
each corridor, with a specific transit alignment
and technology, and station locations that best
serve the land use in that corridor. Each station is
categorized as one of six possible development
opportunities (see “Overview of Land Use
Recommendations” for details).
The land use and transit recommendations of this
2025 plan are set in the context of continued
improvement of the entire existing public
transportation system and continued improvement
of the regional highway system. Improvements
include lateral connections between the corridors
and to key development hubs within CharlotteMecklenburg outside the corridors (e.g.,
SouthPark or areas near I-485). The rapid transit
alignment and service proposed for each corridor
also can be extended into adjacent jurisdictions in
the future.

Alternatives and Evaluation
The plans that have emerged from this study are
conceptual, representing the most promising and
reasonable routes for the particular technologies.
Various route options were considered, analyzed,
and presented to the public at corridor meetings.
The recommended alternative for each corridor
Final Report – October 1998

was chosen from the most reasonable rail and
BRT alternative (see “Plan Development” for how
the two alternatives for each corridor were
developed and chosen). The recommended
alternatives must be refined and tested in future
studies.
Descriptions for each corridor include the
recommended as well as alternative technologies
and alignments that were considered. In
evaluating these alternatives, key characteristics
and measures, both quantitative and qualitative,
were used to compare the alternatives. The key
statistics are summarized in the following charts,
and should be referenced when reviewing the
alternatives and reasons for selecting the preferred
alternative for each corridor. The following
statistics are shown (all statistics are for the year
2025):
•

The number of jobs within half a mile of
transit stations for the Trend (i.e., the
presumed, “business-as-usual” land use
pattern) and the Plan (mixed use, corridor
focused) growth scenarios.

•

The number of housing units within half a
mile of transit stations for the two scenarios.

•

The capital cost for each rapid transit
alternative considered for each corridor.

•

The capital cost per mile of alignment.

•

The number of riders projected to use the
rapid transit system in each corridor with the
Plan. (See Appendix C for details of the
ridership modeling)

An overall evaluation table that compares
alternatives within and across corridors is also
shown to aid in understanding the selection of the
preferred alternative. No weighting is applied to
the rating of the indicators in the overall
evaluation table. It is important to realize that
rapid transit is a long-term, multi-generational
investment and that a purely “by the numbers”
approach, even over a 25-year span, shortchanges
the big picture issues at hand, such as the longterm economic vitality of the City, County and
Region.
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70,000

Jobs within
1/2 Mile
of Transit
Stations

60,000
50,000
40,000

Rail Alternative
Trend Land Use

30,000

Mixed Land Use
20,000

BRT Alternative

10,000
0

Trend Land Use
Mixed Land Use
North

Univer.

Indepen.

South

Airport

35,000

Households
within 1/2 Mile
of Transit
Stations

30,000
25,000
20,000

Rail Alternative
15,000

Trend Land Use
Mixed Land Use

10,000

BRT Alternative
5,000
Trend Land Use
0
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Univer.

Indepen.

South

Airport

Mixed Land Use
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$350
$300

Capital Cost
(Millions - 1998 dollars)

$250

Rail Alternative

$200

BRT Alternative
$150
$100
$50
$0
North

Univer.

Indepen.
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Airport

$30
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per mile
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BRT Alternative
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20,000

Riders
per Day

18,000
16,000
14,000

(Projected for year
2025 Mixed Land
Use Scenario)

12,000
10,000

Rail Alternative

8,000

BRT Alternative

6,000
4,000
2,000
0

North**

Univer.

Indepen.

South

Airport

** Note: The final plan recommends combined rail / BRT in the North Corridor. The
projected ridership for the combined rail/bus option is 16,500 riders per day.

Transit Indicators by Corridor
North
Rail
Bus

University
Rail
Bus

Independence
Rail
Bus

South
Rail
Bus

Airport
Rail
Bus

Jobs within 1/2 mile of station in
2025
Households within 1/2 mile of
station in 2025
Capital costs per mile
Riders per day
Long-term need for congestion
relief
Long-term land use opportunity

Legend:
"Strongest"
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"Weakest"
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Overview of Land Use
Recommendations
Current land use patterns within CharlotteMecklenburg exhibit trends that both support
and work against transit. Factors supporting
transit include the strength of the Center City
(which currently has about half of the County
multi-tenant office space, an unusually dominant
role) and the concentration of employment along
many sections of the corridors. The demand for
higher density housing is strong but the supply is
limited. Some older areas of the community
such as the South End near Center City are
attracting significant developer commitment
(and investment) for infill and revitalization.
Guiding growth to create transit-supporting
developments within the corridors should not
distract from planning for a thriving and muchexpanded Center City. The Center City will
remain the most significant destination. There is
abundant space to expand the Center City’s
economic base and increase its housing stock.
The Plan projects Center City employment to
increase by 54 percent in 2025, from 58,800 to
90,300 jobs. Developments “in the pipeline”
already total one-half this projected growth.
Center City will therefore remain the leading
employment center in the region, will attract
thousands of commuters from all parts of the
region and will account from some of the
longest trips.
Demographic trends also underpin a successful
transit system. As the population ages, there
will be more demand for housing serving the
specific needs of empty nest and retired
households. The housing types geared to this
segment of the population can be built at
densities conducive to support transit. Such
housing can fit easily into mixed-use
developments that make excellent transit stop
locations. More should be done to encourage
such developments and guide them into the
corridors rather than the wedges.
Currently, the number of areas in CharlotteMecklenburg suitable as origins for the proposed
transit system is less than desirable. A primary
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goal of the land use recommendations is to
transform current, unfocused development
patterns in the corridors to more compact,
mixed-use development along the transit lines,
especially at stations. Strategic changes to make
the rezoning approval process faster and more
efficient and other incentives are recommended
to encourage such locations.
Implementation of the Plan will result in a
greater concentration of employment and
residential development in the corridors stations
and in the Center City than would otherwise
occur, given current trends. These shifts, as they
would affect office and multi-family
development (the key land uses from a transit
perspective), are shown in the table below.
Land Use

Corridor

Wedges

Center City

Trend

42%

55%

3%

Plan

54%

37%

9%

Trend

46%

44%

10%

Plan

53%

25%

22%

Multi-Family

Office

Development Under Plan versus
Trend Land Use Scenarios
Consistent with the Centers and Corridors
vision, it is essential to adjust basic land use
policies within the corridors to increase potential
ridership. Increased ridership creates operating
revenue and lowers the per rider capital costs of
the system. Steps to create a more transitfriendly land use pattern include:
•

Revise district plans, General Development
policies, and zoning districts to make
densities and land uses within the wedges
and the corridors more consistent with the
Centers and Corridors vision.

•

Reexamine proposed land uses near I-485
interchanges to control further siphoning of
development (especially office
development) from the corridors until they
are adequately intensified for transit.
Incorporate any recommended changes in
the next updating of District Plans.
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•

Within the corridors, create a new Transit
District zoning category for transit
supporting multi-family and employment
development on sites close to transit
stations. To secure appropriately designed
transit-oriented developments at these
locations, such zoning would provide
incentives such as parking requirement
reductions (see box on page 16).

•

Create similar incentives (including tax
breaks) for redevelopment projects that
incorporate transit facilities or provide other
definable transit supporting features.

Regulatory Modifications and Policy Tools
A variety of tools can be used to help guide the
City, County and Towns in implementing the
proposed Transit Plan. The section “Planning
Tools” (page 16) lists these tools and groups
them under three categories: modifications to
land use requirements and regulations, public
sector initiatives and financing options and
incentives. These tools provide the means to
carry out the following broad policy changes.
•

Amend the District Plan General
Development Policies to support the
location of multi-family housing within
transit station areas and corridors. The
current policy encourages a dispersed
pattern.

•

Rezone proposed station areas as Transit
District (TD). The TD zone could have a
range (e.g., TD1, TD2 and TD3) to specify
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different levels of appropriate use
intensities. The typical application would be
within a half-mile of station areas. Some
variation of TD zoning also might be
justified for other important growth areas
within the corridors (e.g., office parks) and
for development centers in the wedges that
can tie into the transit system through an
efficient feeder bus line.
•

Designate TDs on adopted zoning maps, to
achieve a significant range of uses, both
residential and non-residential. Such zoning
would provide by right uses and intensities
at these station sites that today often require
a lengthy and complicated rezoning process.
By simplifying the development ground
rules, this TD designation should prove a
very significant incentive to transitsupportive development in station areas.
The TD zone is an innovative zoning
concept similar to the new Mixed Use
Development District (MUDD), except that
the TD would have a more distinct
employment or residential emphasis.

Station Area Land Use Recommendations
It is crucial to make the best use of development
opportunities at transit station locations. The
proper planning and layout of transit-oriented
developments makes it easier for their residents
or employees to choose transit rather than autos.
The transit system shown on this 2025 Plan
includes 83 potential transit stations. The Plan
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also recommends the most appropriate land use
program around each station. Giving each
station a land use recommendation stems from
an examination of the existing land use context,
the availability of developable land and the
market attractiveness of each site for the various
land use options that may be available. Various
corridor maps identify locations for new
Residential (R), New Employment (E) or New
Mixed-Use (M) developments and also specify
which stations include park-and-ride facilities.
The plan also identifies stations that are in
redevelopment areas and could help spark
revitalization.
Station Types
The system-wide map on page 21 shows the
land use recommendations for each station based
on generalized station types described below.
The land-use designations on the 2025 plan are
only preliminary and do not necessarily fix the
future land use patterns within the corridors.
Changing circumstances (e.g. rezoning or
“premature” development of surrounding
properties as non-transit supporting, low-density
development) might require reassessment of
these sites as candidate stations. All these
recommendations should be studied in greater
detail as transit planning passes through the
more detailed feasibility studies that are required
before full implementation. Nevertheless, these
designations show how transit can fit into a
variety of contexts and serve existing as well as
future development.

Mixed Use Infill Development
(Portland, Oregon)
B. Redevelopment: These stations would
provide existing communities access to the
transit system and become a focus for
neighborhood revitalization sparking further
reinvestment in the local area. Because they can
be busy sites, station areas may be good
locations for stores or services currently not
found in a neighborhood. In areas with a
percentage of extensive but increasingly low
wage employment, a Neighborhood
Redevelopment Center at the station may be a
key ingredient in transforming such areas into
new residential communities. The photograph
below shows a successful example of adaptive
reuse in Charlotte’s South Corridor.

A. Existing Development: These stations are
simply shelters at designated stops in areas
largely developed and within walking distance
of residents or employees. Parking will not be
provided and no new development beyond some
limited infill would occur near these sites. An
example of an infill project (apartments above
shops and offices) is shown at the top of the next
column.
In employment areas, many of these stations are
likely to be peak hour stations, with service
perhaps limited to specified hours.
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Redevelopment Project
(Charlotte, NC)
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C. New Residential Development: These
stations would serve new or expanding
residential developments. These areas usually
would not have associated non-residential uses
beyond neighborhood scale stores and services.
Some modest park-and-ride areas may be
included but the bulk of ridership would likely
be neighborhood residents. A good proportion
of station-related development would be for
multi-family housing.
The densities proposed for residential
development are compatible with Charlotte’s
current multi-family densities. The plan
assumes an average of 12 dwelling units (du’s)
per acre for residential development that might
occur within the half-mile radius around a
station. This is a very modest goal. In Charlotte
today, small lot, single-family development can
yield up to 11 du’s per acre, townhouses up to
15, and garden apartments up to 30 du’s/acre, as
the photographs on the next page illustrate. An
average density of 12 du’s/acre, therefore, can
accommodate a wide mix of the above unit
types, weighted toward lower densities. The
actual density achieved at any particular station
will depend on site-specific conditions, location,
market forces, adjacent uses, etc.
D. New Employment: These station areas
typically have much vacant land with access to
both the transit system and the road network,
and good visibility, making them prime potential
employment sites. Wherever the market allows,
these sites should become primarily office
centers, the employment use most effectively
served by transit.
It is essential that the detailed site planning of
such employment nodes be transit-friendly, i.e.,
designed to place the front door of buildings
close to transit stops and to provide for clear
circulation paths for both buses and pedestrians.
The photograph at the top of the page depicts
such a desirable layout, with a central bus loop
to the front doors of buildings and with parking
tucked away at the side or behind. These same
site planning concept should be applied to major
employment parks that are only partially builtout and are within the transit corridors or easily
accessible via feeder buses.
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Transit oriented new office development
E. Mixed-Use Development (MXD): These are
typically greenfield sites (vacant undeveloped
land) whose location and size make their market
potential much greater than the station sites
described earlier. These MXDs can be either
predominantly residential or predominantly
office, depending on location and market
attractiveness. Office developments do not
require as much open space as residential
neighborhoods and can concentrate development
in mid-rise buildings.
F. Park-and-Ride Stations: Although every
effort must be made to maximize the number of
residents with easy pedestrian access to stations,
park-and-ride stations must be part of the overall
system to serve potential riders who cannot walk
or take feeder buses to the transit line. The main
role of such sites within the overall transit
system is to intercept commuters who otherwise
would continue past I-485 and add to traffic
congestion. These stations likely will not have
much new development associated with them.
Park-and-ride facilities may be appropriate for
small sites (e.g., two to five acres) that are less
attractive to office or residential developers or
can be at sites to be held in reserve for later
development. Stations at or close to the end of
the line are the most likely candidates for large
park-and-ride lots that can intercept motorists
from outside Charlotte-Mecklenburg.
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Olmstead Park (Single Family)
Density - 7 units per acre
(Charlotte, NC)

Dilworth Crescent (Single Family)
Density - 11 units per acre
(Charlotte, NC)

Dilworth Heights (Multi-Family)
Density - 15 units per acre
(Charlotte, NC)

Phillips Place (Multi-Family)
Density - 22 units per acre
(Charlotte, NC)

Olmstead Park (Multi-Family)
Density - 30 units per acre
(Charlotte, NC)

Center City (Multi-Family)
Density - 72 units per acre
(Charlotte, NC)
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Station Area Site Development Practices
New stations can be the catalysts and focal points
for transit-supporting development at a variety of
intensities. Site development practices at these
locations must differ from practices used for
typical low-density developments.
Developable land within 1/4-mile of these stations
offers opportunity for convenient pedestrian
access. Development plans for this 1/4-mile area
should maximize the number of people- whether
employees or residents- that can benefit from such
access. Areas up to 1/2-mile away are less
convenient but also will benefit from proximity to
transit stations. Here, too, higher-than-usual
densities are warranted.
Proposed transit stations in the less developed
parts of Charlotte-Mecklenburg include numerous
large parcels totaling hundreds of acres. To
increase the efficiency of the transit system in
these greenfield areas, clustering of housing or
employment close to the stations should become
standard practice with less intense development
located further away. For areas beyond the 1/2mile radius, access more likely will be by feeder
buses or short auto trips.
While some parking may be needed at many of
the stations, parking should not pre-empt space
that can be leveraged to increase pedestrian access
or provide sites for station-related developments
(e.g., such as shops, dry cleaners, and other small
scale personal services that can capture trade from
station users). Park-and-ride lots, however, also
may be a viable, interim use for some station areas
before the market can support more intensive land
uses or some limited structured parking. Many
larger station-oriented developments also may
include such services as daycare for children of
commuters or employees, a situation that would
further reduce the need for auto use.
Finally, high quality pedestrian and bicycle
facilities must be an important component of
station area design to both facilitate access to the
station and make the trip both safe and enjoyable.
These facilities must be integrated with existing
paths and coordinated with plans (including
greenway plans).
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The illustrations that follow provide examples
of some of the station types and site
development practices described.

New “Greenfield” Site
Transit-Oriented Development

Good Site Planning for Bus Transit

Pedestrian Friendly
Mixed-Use Development
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Land Use Implications for the
Wedges
What are the implications of the corridor land use
policies for the areas in between the corridors –
i.e., the wedges? The wedges generally should
maintain a relatively lower density environment
than the corridors. This does not mean there will
never be any future multi-family or employment
development in the wedges or that there will be no
justification for future rezonings to higher density
categories. The Plan proposes that 37 percent of
multi-family development and 25 percent of
future office development occur in the wedges.
Some continued dispersion of such housing and
jobs is desirable to ensure the emphasis on
concentrating growth in the corridors does not
result in intensified social or economic disparities
between corridors and wedges. Nevertheless the
land use recommendations of the 2025 plan do
favor a greater differentiation in land use patterns
between corridors and wedges that runs counter to
current trends.
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PLANNING TOOLS
A. Candidate Regulatory Modifications for Transit Related Land Use
•

Create a Transit District (TD) with the following features and incentives:
1.

A wide range of permitted land uses (like the new MUDD zone) allowing flexible combinations of appropriate intensity

2.

Minimum densities established but maximums allowed to vary by station area

3.

The allowance and planning for phased implementation at stations so that, for example, initial park and ride areas will become
more intensively used as market matures

4.

Administratively-approved site plans

5.

Explicit and strong design quality standards

6.

Accessory apartments allowed as-of-right

7.

Revised parking standards; less required, specific maximums

8.

Reduced traffic Level of Service standards because of transit availability

9.

Reduced setbacks allowed (as in Mixed Use Development District)

10. Transit-friendly design standards applied to development (e.g. front door proximity to station, provision of shelters)
11. Density bonus for cluster development with increased open space
12. Multi-family does not have to be within 400 feet of parking space or public road
13. Modify road standards to support pedestrian-friendly design
14. Reduced transitional setbacks (to more appropriate dimensions)
15. Include sidewalks, pedestrian connections and bike-friendly design
•

Require transit-friendly design standards in all existing BP, I-1, I-2 districts that still have substantial buildout capacity and are linked
to transit feeder systems

•

Review size of office uses permitted as-of-right in the Industrial ("I") and Business ("B") zones in favor of unlimited offices in the TD
zone

B. Public Sector Initiatives, Incentives and Policies
•

Revise current policies that disperse multi-family (MF) development so as to direct it toward TD areas

•

Target public improvements and facilities (infrastructure, landscaping, schools, post offices, public buildings, civic uses, libraries,
churches, etc. to TDs)

•

Assist with land assembly in TDs (and/or use density bonuses to achieve this effect)

•

Streamline the permit process in TDs

•

Provide in-kind services for TD areas (e.g., market research, marketing assistance, and other technical public assistance)

•

Reduce or delay development fees for infill development in TDs

C. Financing Options and Incentives
•

Initiate property tax payback system or tax abatement/relief measures in TD areas

•

Create a dedicated Capital Investment Plan (CIP) line item for transit stations

•

Make homes in TDs automatically eligible for energy-efficient mortgages

•

Establish employee incentives (e.g. cash payments in lieu of parking at work)

•

Support development of daycares at transit stops (e.g., targeted low-interest loans, etc.)

•

Pursue creation of Municipal Service Districts (MSDs) in TDs

•

Pursue Public/Private development partnerships in TDs

•

Pursue Joint Development opportunities at stations

•

Pursue state legislation to establish Tax Increment Financing
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different vehicle strength requirements. An
LRT track located in an existing railroad
right-of-way must be separated by at least
45 feet from adjacent active freight tracks.

Overview of Transit
Recommendations
Transit Technologies for CharlotteMecklenburg
The rapid transit technology options considered
in this Plan are those that best fit the five
corridors and Charlotte-Mecklenburg as a
whole. These are light rail transit (LRT), diesel
multiple unit (DMU), and bus rapid transit
(BRT).
Light Rail Transit. The technological
descendant of the streetcar, a distinctive feature
of light rail transit (LRT) is that vehicles draw
power from an overhead wire. This overhead
power collection allows LRT systems to be
integrated with other at-grade transportation
modes and pedestrians. With overhead power
collection and availability of articulated LRT
vehicles (two cars “hinged together”), LRT can
operate in mixed traffic on tracks embedded in
the street (like streetcars), on at-grade rights-ofway with street and pedestrian crossings, or on
exclusive rights-of-way.

•

The per mile capital cost of LRT is typically
higher than for a busway or DMU system
(electrification is the main reason the cost is
higher than DMU).

Twelve North American cities have constructed
light rail transit systems in the last ten years:
Baltimore, Calgary, Dallas, Denver, Edmonton,
Los Angeles/Long Beach, Pittsburgh, Portland,
Sacramento, San Diego, San Jose, and St. Louis.
Cities that recently decided to implement LRT
are Virginia Beach/Norfolk and Orlando.

Light Rail Transit
(Sacramento, CA)

Light Rail Transit Station
(Baltimore, MD)
Key characteristics include:
•

LRT vehicles can operate as a single car or
multi-unit train.

•

LRT can serve closely spaced stations (less
than a mile apart) because of the ability of
vehicles to accelerate rapidly.

•

LRT vehicles cannot operate on the same
tracks as railroad locomotives because of
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Diesel Multiple Unit. Advanced diesel multiple
units (DMUs) are a form of commuter rail
powered by diesel motors mounted on the car
rather than pulled by locomotives. This system
is intended primarily for lower density
environments than LRT. Lines are typically up
to 30 miles in length with greater station spacing
(two to five miles) that link city centers and midsize towns with suburban surroundings.
DMUs are a feasible transit choice where an
available railroad exists and can be shared.
Some DMUs can operate at the same time as
freight or intercity passenger trains, while others
do not have adequate vehicle strength to operate
with other trains.
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Flexliner (DMU)
Key characteristics include:
•

Vehicles can operate alone or in trains of up
to three vehicles.

•

Because DMUs typically have slower
acceleration, they serve stations that are
farther apart than for LRT.

•

DMUs can have a much higher top speed
than LRT.

•

The capital cost for DMUs typically is lower
than for LRT because they generally operate
in existing railroad rights-of-way, preferably
on tracks used by other rail operators, and
the overhead power system is not required.

•

However, DMU vehicles cannot negotiate
tight curves or steep grades like LRT.

Bus Rapid Transit. This option consists of
buses operating in exclusive busways with online stations just like a rail system, or on roads
with improvements to allow buses to bypass
traffic congestion. Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) is
usually cheaper to build and operate than rail
transit when a new right-of-way has to be
created. It is particularly compatible with the
low-density suburban land uses that characterize
most growing communities. BRT technology
therefore offers the opportunity to establish
rapid transit with rail-like characteristics such as
frequent, fast and reliable service in places that
cannot yet justify the cost of rail transit. In other
words, BRT, and particularly a busway, is much
like rail except that the vehicles are rubber-tired
buses.

Busway in center of Highway
(Los Angeles, CA)
Although there is a common perception in the
U.S. that bus service is a “second class” form of
transportation compared to rail, experience
elsewhere has shown that convenience of service
is the most important factor in transit utilization;
if BRT offers this advantage, it will be used.

RegioSprinter (DMU)
Currently there are no modern DMU systems
operating in the U.S. However, because of its
potential cost savings, several manufacturers are
developing vehicles for the U.S. market, and
some regions are now proposing to use DMUs
(e.g., the Raleigh-Durham area). The Flexliner,
which visited Charlotte-Mecklenburg in early
1998, is one example of a DMU.
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A key attribute of a BRT system is the ability to
employ express buses that combine feeder, linehaul, and distribution functions. With a BRT
system, such a bus loops through a
neighborhood picking up passengers within
convenient walking distance of their homes. It
then enters the busway via a special busway
ramp and serves on-line stations just like a rail
rapid transit vehicle. It then leaves the busway
via another busway ramp and circulates through
an employment center.
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Key characteristics about BRT:
•

Because a range of vehicle capabilities is
feasible, peak period service frequencies can
be maintained at a high level.

•

Can serve corridor volumes ranging from
about 1,000-2,000 passengers per hour to at
least 20,000 passengers per hour.

•

Operates just like a rail service with buses
stopping at each station where they serve
passengers arriving and departing at the
station on foot, by feeder bus, bicycle, kissand-ride or park-and-ride.

•

Can offer high frequency and no transfer
service to a higher proportion of trips than is
usually the case for rail transit in suburban
areas.

•

Capital costs for busway types of
improvements are usually lower than those
of equivalent rail systems. Where a totally
exclusive busway is not necessary, making
use of other forms of exclusive and semiexclusive rights-of-way can reduce the BRT
capital cost. This technique also allows
construction of a full busway right-of-way to
be staged over many years while introducing
full corridor service early on.

number of passengers. A well-designed and
operated HOV facility can provide similar
operational benefits to a facility dedicated
exclusively to buses so long as proper provision
is made for on-line stations and bus access
ramps. HOV facilities are included in the
region’s adopted roadway plan and will be able
to be used by buses.
Finally, it is important to note that exclusive
busways should be designed for eventual
conversion to rail to protect this option for the
long term.
Modern BRT also is beginning to make use of
new low floor hybrid technology buses that can
operate under both electric and diesel or natural
gas power in different parts of the corridor.
These look very much like light rail vehicles.

Overall, BRT options include:
•

An exclusive busway facility in its own
right-of-way

•

An exclusive busway facility in an existing
roadway right-of-way

•

Non-separated exclusive bus lanes on a
freeway or highway

•

The use of general purpose lanes on a
freeway or highway with transit priority
treatments at intersections and other delay
points

BRT also can make use of high occupancy
vehicle (HOV) lanes built as part of the highway
program. These are lanes that are open to
vehicles carrying more than a designated
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BRT Station
(Ottawa, Ontario)
North American cities that have busways
include Ottawa and Pittsburgh. An arterial street
busway developed in Curitiba, Brazil, features
fully enclosed, weather-protected and airconditioned stations with ticket-platforms that
are level with the floor of the bus. This type of
station decreases passenger boarding and exiting
times, thereby reducing overall travel time, and
offering passengers a more comfortable and
secure waiting environment that is similar to
many rail transit stations.
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Key Characteristics of LRT, DMU, and BRT
Transit vehicles can operate on their own tracks, lane, or right-of-way
Because the vehicles are typically separated from traffic, rapid transit offers reliable, consistent travel times as well
as traveling at higher speeds than conventional buses operating on streets
Can carry high volumes of traffic
More vehicles can be added to accommodate more riders without changing travel times

Transit Recommendations

•

Feeder buses must be provided at many of
the stations will attract ridership that is not
within walking distance of stations. This,
along with park-and-ride facilities, greatly
increases the coverage of the rapid transit
system.

•

An enhanced surface bus network must
include connections across the corridors
between key activity centers and stations
will eliminate the need for traveling into
Center City to transfer between transit
routes.

The recommendations for rapid transit in each of
the corridors are detailed in the following
sections and summarized below:
•

•

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) is the best
approach through 2025 in the
Independence, Airport, and University
Corridors. Proposed alignments and service
concepts have been identified that
incorporate both exclusive busways and
freeway shoulders to facilitate bus travel in
these corridors.
Rail technology can meet the year 2025
needs of the North and South Corridors,
but only if appropriate land use policies are
put in place. In the South Corridor, a
detailed Environmental Impact Study (EIS)
is now underway to evaluate in greater detail
rail and bus options. The proposed rail
system in the North Corridor also is
complemented by some BRT improvements.
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The Plan envisages all corridors meeting at the
Center City Transportation Center to allow
convenient transfer between routes. The rail
services would use an existing rail right-of-way,
while buses either share this right-of-way or use
the local street system.
A range of additional transit improvements also
is proposed to improve mobility between the
corridors and throughout the County (and are
detailed later in this report). The map on the
next page summarizes the overall Transit/Land
Use Plan.
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North Corridor
Rail service is feasible in the North Corridor by
2025 if supporting land uses are implemented
and an agreement to share the existing railroad
track can be obtained. Rail service will be
complemented by BRT on I-77. Short and
medium-term improvements are recommended
to attract appropriate development in key station
areas.
General Corridor Characteristics

The following specific land use actions along the
rail alignment will help generate these ridership
levels:
•

The upper/northern half of the corridor is
sparsely developed but under great
development pressure.

Because of their significant potential to
support transit-oriented development, the
following stations should receive special
attention and early action: Cornelius,
Caldwell, Hambright and Craighead.

•

Pending land use changes include new
employment centers west of I-77 in
Huntersville and a one million square foot
mall near W. T. Harris Boulevard and I-77.

In Cornelius, implement a mixed-use
development program to create a revitalized
town center near the new station with a large
multi-family component east of the railroad.

•

In Huntersville, use the stations at Caldwell
Station, Magla Mills, Verhoeff and
Hambright to create concentrated transitoriented developments; residential and
employment at Caldwell Station and Magla
Mills; residential at Verhoeff and primarily
employment at Hambright.

•

Between future I-485 and the Derita area,
take advantage of the combination of rail
service and numerous road connections to
develop new employment sites west of NC
115 and to redevelop aging employment
sites between Sunset Road and W.T. Harris
Boulevard.

•

Spark interest in the redevelopment zone
around the station at Craighead with public
sector station area improvements and
possible related land acquisitions, rezonings
and financial incentives to attract new office
development to replace the aging
warehouse/distribution/ industrial with
relatively low employment levels. The easy
access of this area to I-85 and transit is an
asset that could be exploited by the
revitalization program.

•

Although express bus service along I-77 is
part of this transit plan, areas near the

•

Longest of five corridors extending over 20
miles entirely within CharlotteMecklenburg.

•

•

occur with a bus option. Consequently, no
development opportunities can be squandered.
These communities must adopt master plans and
implement zoning that will secure the intensities
of development at the stations to create the
ridership levels needed to justify the investment
in rail.

•

This corridor has the greatest potential to
use transit to structure future growth patterns
on a large scale.

•

The three northern towns are committed to
transit as vital support for more efficient
development patterns and community
conservation goals.

Land Use Actions
North of future I-485 along the NC 115/Norfolk
Southern rights-of way, the North Corridor has
numerous greenfield opportunities for
significant residential and employment
development. South of future I-485 there are
several opportunities to develop major
employment hubs. South of I-85, the aging
employment areas on either side of North
Graham Street comprise a sizable redevelopment
opportunity.
For rail to be a feasible transit option, Charlotte
and the three independent towns—Huntersville,
Cornelius and Davidson—must take full
advantage of these land use opportunities,
especially those close to the proposed stations.
With rail, there are fewer stations than would
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express bus stops should not be rezoned for
office employment or multi-family. Such
rezonings would diminish the potential
ridership for rail that concentrating this
growth along the rail line will secure.
Key Rapid Transit Improvements
Rail
•

•
•
•

•

Upgrade the existing Norfolk Southern (NS)
railroad including replacement of most of the
single-track railroad, ties and some ballast for
DMU rail operation. These are currently
inadequate for passenger service.
Construction of some siding track to enable
trains traveling in opposite directions to pass.

•

Minor improvements on Statesville Avenue
between the Center City and I-85 to facilitate
bus movement.

•

Joint rail and bus use of the transitway from
the Charlotte Transportation Center to
approximately North Graham Street. The
transitway would provide ready access into
the heart of the Center City for all bus routes
from the north, including the North and
University Corridors.

More extensive BRT improvements could be
considered if subsequent studies prove that rail is
not feasible.
Key Transit Plan Features

Crossing protection at all at-grade public
crossings.

Corridor length – 23.0 miles

Closing of all the numerous private crossings
of the track, requiring construction of some
minor new roads paralleling the track to
maintain access to private properties.

Number of rail stations served by feeder buses
(including Center City) – 12

At the south end, construct a “transitway” (a
combined exclusive railway/roadway that
could be shared by trains and buses) from the
City Center Transportation Center on Trade
Street, utilizing the old North Carolina
Railroad (NCRR) corridor to 13th Street (the
section between 2nd Street and 13th Street has
recently been purchased by the City from the
NCRR), then paralleling the CSX track
between the NCRR and North Graham Street
to the join the “O” Line where it crosses
Statesville Avenue. Within Center City,
buses also could use the street system.

BRT
•

•

Low-cost widening and strengthening the
outside shoulders on I-77 between just north
of I-85 (Cindy Lane) and Catawba Avenue for
use by buses in the peak hours when
congestion is worst.
Improvements at key interchanges on I-77
where bus stations are proposed (e.g., ramp
widenings and signal modifications to give
buses priority over traffic).
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Total number of rail stations – 14

Number of rail stations with park-and-ride facilities – 3
One-way, all-stop trip time – 40 minutes
Rail service frequency – 15 minutes in peak periods;
30 minutes at other times
Capital cost in 1998 dollars:
Rail - $165 million
BRT - $54 million

Other Rail Options Considered
Alternatives were considered for accessing the
Center City. These included staying on the west
side of the Center City to the proposed Amtrak
intermodal transportation center at West Trade
Street rather than entering the downtown along
the NCRR corridor. However, while still an
option, this would require a transfer for most
passengers to reach many destinations in the
Center City, even though the capital cost would be
reduced.
A second alternative considered was to use the NS
spur at Atando Avenue to access the NCRR
corridor at the north end of the main railroad yard
in the vicinity of North Tryon Street and 30th
Street. However, this would require a very costly
railroad bridge or possibly a tunnel to cross the
yards.
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opportunity that greatly reduces costs. At
approximately $7.2 million a mile,
compared to a minimum of $17 million per
mile for rail in the other corridors, it is
actually lower on a per mile basis in some
cases than busway options in other
corridors. Capital costs per rider are well
within the cost range typically funded by the
Federal government.

The BRT-Only Alternative
An alternative that used BRT only was
considered. BRT alone cannot operate as
efficiently or as cost-effectively on the adjacent
NC 115 or the railroad right-of-way. However,
BRT on I-77 offers superior opportunities for
high-speed bus service to serve development
west of I-77 (and begin early implementation of
improved transit service in the corridor).
BRT Stations versus Rail Stations
Note that choosing rail over BRT along NC 115
reduces the number of possible stations. This
reduces the number of areas that can have higher
intensity development within a ½ mile of a
station. Consequently, a more even distribution
of development along the NC 115 corridor that
is possible with BRT has to give way to a series
of intensely developed areas around the rail
stations with more typical low density
development in the areas away from the stations.
Why Rail?
The corridor has unique advantages that make
rail service feasible; however, the feasibility of
rail is contingent upon a commitment to
implement land use plans that focus higher
levels of development into the proposed station
areas than are currently anticipated in master
plans and zoning.
•

•

The North Corridor has the greatest potential
to realize the Centers and Corridors vision.
This is because it is so undeveloped and
because the three towns’ policies support
transit-oriented development patterns. The
greatest opportunity to shape future land use
is along the rail corridor, paralleling NC
115, rather than the BRT option along I-77,
where many of the interchanges are already
committed to non-transit-oriented
development. The corridor’s development
potential also extends well beyond 2025.
The cost of implementing rail service in this
corridor, both total and per mile, is
significantly lower than any other corridor.
The potential for DMUs to share an
upgraded track with freight trains (subject to
negotiations with NS) is a unique
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•

Increasing numbers of residents in fast
growing Iredell County are traveling into
Mecklenburg County, on an increasingly
congested I-77. The relief that the
programmed widening of I-77 will bring
will be short-lived and congestion will
return. After the South and Independence
Corridors, the North will have the next
highest levels of congestion in 2025.

Why BRT as well?
Rail improvements in this corridor are a longterm proposition. The feasibility of rail also is
contingent upon a commitment to land use
changes beyond those currently planned for the
corridor. Therefore, short- and medium-term
BRT improvements are proposed. Early transit
improvements are needed to attract appropriate
development in key future station areas. These
locations initially should be served with frequent
bus service and improvement made to provide
buses with a travel time advantage compared to
highway travel for trips to and from Charlotte.
Phased Implementation
First 5 Years
•

Build high quality bus stations at key
development areas that are proposed to be
served by rail in the future, served by
express and semi-express buses. These bus
stations can ultimately be converted to rail
stations.

•

Widen and strengthen shoulders on I-77
between just north of I-85 (Cindy Lane) and
Hambright Road.

•

Implement minor improvements proposed
for Statesville Road between Center City
and I-85.
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•

Construction and joint use of the transitway
from the Charlotte Transportation Center to
North Graham Street.

6-10 Years
•

•

Begin upgrading and construction of rail
facilities (service to start soon after 10-year
period).

Corridor Issues and Next Steps
The feasibility of rail transit in the North Corridor will
depend on a number of factors, including:
•

Directing more of the growth currently forecasted for
the northern part of the county into the corridor and,
specifically, into station areas.

•

Beginning now to discuss use of the rail line with
Norfolk Southern. This will require much negotiation.
Availability of the line and railroad right-of-way is
contingent upon agreement with NS, and upon the
outcome of current negotiations for renewing a lease
for the North Carolina Railroad (NCRR) mainline
between Charlotte and Raleigh.

•

Commencing a more detailed study now to confirm
costs and feasibility.

Continue widening and strengthening the
outside shoulders on I-77 between
Hambright Road and Catawba Avenue.

11-25 Years
•

Complete the construction of rail facilities in
the early part of this period.
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University Corridor
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) is proposed to serve
the University Corridor in 2025.

minimum densities recommended elsewhere in
Charlotte-Mecklenburg.

•

Leapfrog development has created a
dispersed pattern of major employment
centers such as UNCC, IBM, and University
Research Park.

Because of its dispersed suburban
characteristics, the University Corridor would
benefit from an extensive feeder and shuttle bus
system to serve the many developable sites and
existing employment sites that are beyond
convenient pedestrian access to the proposed
stations.

•

Although they have some “edge city”
characteristics, much of this development is
at relatively low suburban intensities.

The following specific land use actions could
increase ridership levels for the recommended
BRT system:

•

Several key locations could be suitable for
higher-intensity transit-related employment
and mixed use.

•

•

Areas closer to Center City need coordinated
reinvestment and revitalization.

Because of their significant potential to
support transit-oriented development, the
following stations should receive special
attention and early action: NC 49, US 29,
Mallard CreekChurch, IBM, the new I-85
interchange, and the Atando station.

•

Because it shares a right-of-way alignment
with the North rail line between Center City
and I-85, the University Corridor shares the
same redevelopment area as the North. The
revitalization initiatives for the Craighead
Road station area also would affect the BRT
ridership.

•

Because the BRT alignment along Graham
Street includes a bus only station at Atando,
a similar, if less ambitious, revitalization
program should be promoted at this BRT
station, which will not benefit from the rail
service.

•

The large vacant parcels near the future new
City Boulevard (south of the Sugar Creek
Road exit) and I-85 interchange are among
the best parcels for development located in
the corridor. If pedestrians could cross I-85
from the park-and-ride station at IBM Drive,
this site would effectively have two transit
stops and a park-and-ride facility, making it
one of the most accessible sites in the
corridor. Consequently, employment
development at densities of at least 65
employees per acre is possible and desirable.
Because a new road will split this site,
higher intensity offices seem most suitable
for the section east of the new road next to
an existing employment center.

General Corridor Characteristics

Land Use Actions
Much of the University Corridor is developed as
typical, low-density suburban employment
campuses. Overall densities within University
Research Park are only 10 to 20 employees per
acre. Such a pattern is not conducive to transit
since it disperses the potential ridership evenly
across a large area rather than concentrates much
of it into a small area within convenient walking
distance to a station. For transit to succeed in
the University Corridor, it is imperative that
those opportunity sites that are readily accessible
to proposed transit stations be developed with
much higher employee per acre ratios.
Office employment at a minimum of 65
employees per acre is the predominantly
recommended nonresidential land use for this
corridor. This density results in two to threestory buildings served by surface parking.
Transit can, of course, greatly benefit from taller
buildings, and this type of development should
occur in this area whenever possible.
Because UNCC is a prime feature of this
corridor, the areas near the campus that are
prime residential development sites may support
a housing market that can be slightly higher
density (15-20 dwelling units per acre) than the
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•

•

•

•

The two large areas on either side of Mallard
Creek Church Road south of I-85 are suited
for intensive mixed-use development
(MXD) with an emphasis on office
development as the employment component
of the MXD. These employment areas
should be developed at minimum densities
of 50 employees per acre, not the lower
suburban densities of the University
Research Park north of I-85. The housing
component of these MXDs would average at
least 12 dwelling units per acre, a density
that fits with much of the nearby Universityoriented housing market.
There are several large tracts east of UNCC
along the future relocated Mallard Creek
Church Road and south of University City
Boulevard that can be the nucleus of a
residential transit-oriented center. Because
of its proximity to the University,
development densities of at least 15 units
per acre are desirable.
Although not on the BRT line, several large
parcels along US 29 east of I-485 should be
developed for multi-family or moderate
density single-family housing. Direct feeder
buses can tie these areas into the transit
system to the west. If BRT service were to
reach into Cabarrus County in the future,
these sites could contribute to the ridership
for the extended services. These sites
should not have zoning that allows office
development. Office growth in the next two
decades should be concentrated near the
transit stations and not further scattered
throughout this corridor.
Wherever possible, new development
occurring in the existing University
Research Park and IBM area should develop
at higher densities than at present.

Key BRT Improvements
The BRT alignment and key associated
improvements listed below take advantage of the
I-85 corridor for the most direct access to the
UNCC-University Research Park area:
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•

Share the transitway from the Charlotte
Transportation Center to North Graham
Street as described under the North Corridor
(using the Center City streets is also an
option).

•

A busway on North Graham Street to I-85.

•

Low-cost widening and strengthening of the
outside shoulders on I-85 (in conjunction
with the use of existing lanes) to Mallard
Creek Church Road for use by buses in the
peak hours when congestion is worst.

•

An exclusive bus connection (flyover) to
IBM Drive in the University Research Park
just south of W.T. Harris Boulevard West to
provide service to the employment centers in
this area. Buses also could exit at W. T.
Harris Boulevard. Express service can be
provided to UNCC via the proposed West
Entry.

•

From I-85, buses operating on Mallard
Creek Church Road (in mixed traffic with
signal priority at key intersections) to UNCC
and a terminal park-and-ride lot at the
intersection of NC 49 and I-485. Service
would also be provided to University Place
and the University Memorial Hospital.

Key Transit Plan Features
Corridor length – 15.5 miles
Total number of stations – 15
Number of stations served by feeder buses
(including Center City) – 8
Number of stations with express service to
Center City (no transfer required) – 5
Number of stations with major park-and-ride
facilities – 2
One-way, all-stop trip time – 30 minutes
Service frequency – 5 minutes in peak
periods, 10 minutes at other times
Capital cost in 1998 dollars - $114 million
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Other BRT Options Considered
The preferred route shown in this report follows
I-85 and Mallard Creek Church Road.
Alternatively, the all-stops route could be via
I-85 and Harris Boulevard to the University
using the West Entry and access road envisioned
in the University's Master Plan. This has the
advantage of serving future significant
development proposed near the new entrance.
BRT routes also were considered along NC 49,
US 29, and the IBM spur. Under the
recommended plan, regular bus service would
also be provided along NC 49 and US 29. The
IBM spur also should be acquired for potential
future transit use (potentially bus or rail).
North Tryon Street was evaluated as a BRT
candidate. It has a very limited right-of-way and
cannot cost-effectively support a BRT facility.
However, bus service along this radial corridor
must continue to serve its many transitdependent residents and help support
redevelopment efforts.

intensification of sections of the IBM and
University Research Park employment centers.
Neither the preferred bus or rail alignment has
any potential impact on redevelopment needs
along North Tryon Street. If the rail alternative
to Center City had used the Atando Avenue
spur, some areas along North Tryon close to
Center City may have benefited. However,
Tryon Street will benefit from increased local
bus service.
Finally, by not considering service along the
existing NCRR, potential development and
redevelopment sites near Old Concord Road will
not benefit directly from rapid transit.
Why BRT
BRT is the most cost-effective transit option to
support development opportunities in the
University Corridor.
•

As with the North Corridor, the land use
potential in the University Corridor is also
significant beyond 2025, particularly along
the BRT alignment. While there are many
jobs in this corridor, the land use pattern is
already very dispersed and at low densities
(a trend that, to a large degree, will continue
even if some development is concentrated at
future station areas). Concentrated existing
employment centers, such as First Union,
are not located along a roughly linear route
that is necessary for effective rail service. It
is more amenable to bus service, which,
unlike rail, can move easily through a wide
corridor to pick up riders.

•

The potential increase for both jobs and
housing is greatest along the bus alignment.

•

Projected bus ridership for BRT is higher
than for rail, while rail ridership is the
lowest of all corridors. Conversely, cost per
rider for rail in this corridor is the highest.

The Rail Alternative
Several potential rail alignments were developed
and evaluated, including the North Carolina
Railroad (NCRR) line to UNCC and a
combination of the NCRR and NC 49. The
candidate alignment tested used the Norfolk
Southern (NS) “O” Line to Derita, the IBM rail
spur right-of-way between Derita and IBM
Drive in University Research Park, and new
alignment to UNCC and I-485. While rail
transit is not considered to be as effective as
BRT in serving the corridor within the 2025
timeframe, the NCRR line (one of the options
considered) should be protected as it provides
the opportunity to provide regional commuter
service into Concord/Kannapolis. The IBM spur
also should be acquired for potential future
transit use, particularly if rail service is
implemented in the North Corridor (which
would pass through Derita).
Choosing rail over BRT would have made some
land use intensification possible east of Derita
and perhaps aided the recommended future
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Phased Implementation

11-25 Years

First 5 Years

•

•

Initiate joint use of the transitway from the
Charlotte Transportation Center to North
Graham Street.

•

Develop a section of the busway on North
Graham Street.

•

Implement shoulder widening and
strengthening on I-85 to W. T. Harris
Boulevard.

•

Construct the bus-only connection from I-85
to IBM Drive.

6-10 Years
•

Develop additional busway section on North
Graham Street.

•

Implement shoulder widening and
strengthening on I-85 from Harris Boulevard
to Mallard Creek Church Road.
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Complete the busway on North Graham
Street.

Corridor Issues and Next Steps
This is undoubtedly a high growth corridor, both in
Mecklenburg County and adjoining Cabarrus
County. It is largely the location (and design) of
future development that will dictate the level of
investment warranted in this corridor. Current
analysis indicates that rail transit cannot be justified.
However, a more detailed feasibility study should be
undertaken in the near future to confirm this
conclusion. A major issue in this corridor is that the
alignments that appear most reasonable for rail and
BRT are quite different. Therefore selection and
commitment to the preferred technology also fixes
the locations that will receive most transit service.
This can have significant land use implications that
may preclude a future (after 2025) transition from
BRT to rail.
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•

Use transit in the Matthews town center to
help attract new business and employers,
some of which would be served by related
feeder lines.

•

Add non-retail employment at the Sardis
Road North Station.

•

Add multi-family housing on remnant
vacant sites or redevelopment sites along
this corridor from the Krefeld station
northward.

•

An exception to the narrowness of the strip
commercial along Independence Boulevard
is in the middle of the corridor near the
Independence Square station. The city
should initiate zoning and incentives to
redevelop these sites as MXDs.

Bus Rapid Transit is the preferred transit option
for the Independence Corridor in 2025.
General Corridor Characteristics
•

Continuous, intensively developed strip
commercial environment along most of
Independence Boulevard.

•

Numerous residential neighborhoods abut
the strip commercial developments.

•

Planned and funded reconstruction of
Independence Boulevard makes possible
quick implementation of incremental transit
service.

•

Greatest opportunities for new transitoriented development are in the Town of
Matthews.

Land Use Actions
As one of the developed corridors, most
opportunities for station-related new
development are limited primarily to the outer
reaches of the Independence Corridor. The
aging shopping centers at the north end of the
corridor offer some redevelopment
opportunities, but most of this strip commercial
area has parcels with shallow depths.
Specific land use actions needed to support
transit in this corridor include:
•

Because of their significant potential to
support transit-oriented development, the
following stations should receive special
attention and early action: I-485, Matthews
Town Center, Sardis Road, and
Independence Square.

•

Use sites near I-485 with park-and-ride as
well as transit access to support a substantial
employment node.

•

Create a moderate-density residentiallycentered station at the Crestdale community,
bringing more housing choices to Matthews
in accord with that community’s planning
policies.

Key BRT Improvements
•

Shared use of a transitway on the NCRR
right-of-way from the Charlotte
Transportation Center to 2nd Street (which
would also be used by transit vehicles in the
South and Airport Corridors). Using Center
City streets to 2nd Street is also an option.

•

Leave the transitway at 2nd Street, and onstreet (mixed traffic) operations on 2nd
Street, McDowell Street and Stonewall
Street to reach Old Independence Boulevard
at Midtown Square.

•

Create bus-only lanes on Independence
Boulevard near CPCC to Independence
Boulevard at US 74.

•

Develop a two-lane busway in Independence
Boulevard to Krefeld Drive (near
Crownpoint). The busway facility would
replace the High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV)
lane that is currently under construction.

•

At Krefeld Drive, the busway would leave
Independence Boulevard and follow a new
alignment behind Crownpoint to enter the
CSX right-of-way where it crosses Sardis
Road. The busway would continue in the
CSX right-of-way to I-485.
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Key Transit Plan Features
Corridor length – 13.5 miles
Total number of stations – 22
Number of stations served by feeder buses
(including Center City) – 4
Number of stations served by feeder buses with
express service to Center City (no transfer
required) – 5
Number of stations with major park-and-ride
facilities – 2
One-way, all-stop trip time – 33 minutes
Service frequency – 5 minutes in peak periods,
10 minutes at other times
Capital cost in 1998 dollars - $126 million

Other BRT Options Considered
The options of staying on Independence
Boulevard to I-485, or moving over to Monroe
Road via Conference Drive, and then into the
CSX railroad right-of-way also were considered.
Based on citizen input an alignment on
Conference Drive was not considered because of
existing congestion and impacts to adjacent land
uses on this road. Under the recommended plan,
regular bus service would continue along
Independence Boulevard to I-485 and also be
provided along Monroe Road. A service spur
also would be provided to Eastland Mall.

opportunities along Independence Boulevard. It
also would have greater adverse impacts on
existing residential neighborhoods whose lots
extend into the railroad right-of-way than the
Independence Boulevard alternative.
The candidate alignment tested follows the
identical alignment proposed for the BRT plan.
This would provide a very similar level of
service to a busway, but at a much higher cost.
To the extent practical, the busway should be
designed to allow a possible conversion to rail
after 2025. The entire CSX rail corridor also
should be protected for possible longer-term rail
transit use.
Why BRT?
The partially constructed and planned extension
of the HOV lane in Independence Boulevard
offers a unique and cost-effective opportunity to
implement BRT in this corridor to meet transit
needs through 2025.
•

Whether for bus or rail transit (which would
follow identical alignments), the
Independence Corridor has high potential
for rapid transit. It has high levels of both
jobs and housing.

•

Independence Boulevard was recently
reconstructed from the Brookshire Freeway
to Eastway Drive with a barrier-separated
HOV facility. Programmed improvements
from Eastway Drive to Albemarle Road
include a continuation of the HOV facility.
The width of the HOV lane allows for twolane, two-way bus operations. These
improvements are already committed and
funded, greatly reducing the cost of a
busway in this corridor.

•

The projected ridership is higher for BRT
than for rail, and the capital cost per rider is
much less than for rail.

•

The proposed alignment is technologyneutral (i.e., the initial busway alignment
can be converted to rail if ridership demand
warrants after 2025). Development that
occurs around busway stations will be

Continuing the BRT on Independence Boulevard
past Krefeld Drive would have resulted in less
transit-oriented employment and residential
opportunities in the Matthews area. Areas along
Independence Boulevard that would gain service
are largely strip commercial shopping centers,
less desirable than office employment as a
transit-oriented land use.
The Rail Alternative
Several potential rail alignments were developed
and evaluated, including using the CSX right-ofway from Matthews to the north end of Center
City (and from there the proposed NCRR
transitway to the Transportation Center). This
alternative would have served some additional
existing employment along Monroe Road, but
would eliminate the redevelopment
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appropriately located to be served just as
effectively by rail.
Phased Implementation

11-25 Years
•

Complete the busway from Krefeld Drive to
I-485.

First 5 Years
•

Create bus-only lanes on Old Independence
Boulevard to Independence Boulevard.

•

Develop a two-lane busway in Independence
Boulevard to Albemarle Road.

6-10 Years
•

Corridor Issues and Next Steps
This corridor provides an opportunity to test
community acceptance of bus rapid transit.
A decision on whether to continue the HOV
lane or switch to busway must be made
soon.

Continue the busway in Independence
Boulevard to Krefeld Drive.
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South Corridor
Rail Transit is the preferred transit option for
the South Corridor.
General Corridor Characteristics
•

Old, low-density, strip commercial and
employment uses are the predominant
pattern of development along South
Boulevard.

•

South End area is attracting new
reinvestment.

•

Transit could serve numerous existing
residential neighborhoods to the east and
extensive newer employment areas west of
South Boulevard.

•

Main transit-oriented opportunities for new
development are in Pineville.

•

Express feeders could tie transit in the
corridor to major development centers in
SouthPark and Ballantyne.

Among those few opportunities to secure
relatively large sites for transit-oriented
development are:
•

Because of their significant potential to
support transit-oriented development, the
following stations should receive special
attention and early action: Westinghouse
Boulevard, Clanton Road, and Remount.

•

A 14-acre undeveloped site is available
between South Tryon Street and the rail
tracks north of Clanton Road. The city
should seek to have this site developed for
office employment in a way that could
encourage investment in other nearby
properties between the Clanton and the
Remount stations.

•

Multi-family housing is the preferred use for
a vacant site west of South Boulevard near
the Archdale station. Such development
would complement other multi-family
housing nearby to help create ridership in
addition to potential commuters to the
employment centers to the west.

•

Another multi-family site could be
developed south of Westinghouse Boulevard
near I-485. Similar to sites near the
Archdale station, such residential
development could generate some off-peak
ridership. However, this site also might be
the only reasonable chance to establish a
sizable park-and-ride lot for South Corridor
transit. Such a lot could have direct access
from I-485 and the rail alignment could shift
farther west of South Boulevard. Because
such a park-and-ride lot could capture I-77
and I-485 commuters as well as area
residents, this site should be reserved for
park-and-ride if the alternative westerly
alignment is selected.

•

There are few development sites in Pineville
close to the proposed alignment. Here, too,
shifting the alignment to the west could
locate a station at NC 51 west of the town
center that could serve both employment and
multi-family housing.

Land Use Actions
The areas adjacent to the rail alignment in the
South Corridor are almost entirely developed.
Consequently, there are few opportunities to
create new employment or residential stationoriented developments.
More than half the length of this alignment
(Center City to Arrowood station) passes
through potential redevelopment sites. Many of
these sites are small, old strip commercial
properties fronting on South Boulevard. Others
are small employment properties extending from
South Boulevard to South Tryon Street and
beyond in the upper northern third of the
corridor. Because such a mixture of small
properties makes land assembly difficult,
redevelopment will likely remain incremental
and somewhat randomly timed, even around the
new station areas.
The upper section of the corridor—Morehead to
Atherton Mill—has benefited recently from an
influx of redevelopment interest and investment,
a trend that needs to be extended farther to the
south using zoning and other incentives.
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Key Rail Improvements
The description (and cost estimate) for the rail
system in this corridor assumes the construction
of a two-track light rail system from the Center
City to the Town of Pineville. Key
improvements that will be required include:
•

•

The replacement of the existing track from
the Center City to Tyvola Road with two
new tracks for the rail system. The rail
service would have exclusive use of the
railroad right-of-way that is no longer used
for freight operations. In addition, the rail
service would share the tracks with the
Vintage Trolley that will operate from
Tremont Avenue to the Center City.
From Tyvola Road south to Pineville, the
rail system would share the right-of-way
with the existing Norfolk Southern freight
operations. This requires relocating the
current freight operations on a newly
constructed track west of the existing track
then constructing a new track east of the
existing track. This provides for one track
for freight operations and two tracks for
LRT.

•

Crossing protection at all public crossings.

•

Constructing grade-separation crossings at
Tyvola Road and Woodlawn Road.

•

Construction of a new bridge over I-485
parallel to the existing railroad bridge

Key Transit Plan Features
Corridor length – 10.5 miles
Total number of stations – 16
Number of stations served by feeder buses
(including Center City) – 5
Number of stations with major park-andride facilities – 3
One-way, all-stop trip time – 24 minutes
Service frequency – 15 minutes in peak
periods, 30 minutes at other times
Capital cost in 1998 dollars - $227 million
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Other Rail Options Considered
In addition to the recommended rail system
using the existing railroad right-of-way, an
option was considered that uses the railroad
right-of-way from the Center City to Tyvola
Road and then shifts to the South Boulevard
right-of-way from Tyvola Road to Pineville,
with the purpose of avoiding the shared
operations with the existing freight service south
of Tyvola Road. This should be considered in
future studies. In addition, DMU options that
reflect the same two alignment options as the
LRT option also can be considered.
The alternative to shift the rail service alignment
south of the Sharon Lakes station to the west
side of Pineville would create some significant
residential and employment development
opportunities in much of the large undeveloped
area west of Sugar Creek on either side of NC
51. The location of wetlands in this area must
be investigated to test development feasibility.
The BRT Alternative
BRT alternatives also were considered. One
alternative would have used the existing railroad
right-of-way from the Center City to Pineville
(the same as the recommended rail alternative).
This is a viable option but is not likely to
provide the same land use benefits as rail,
because of increased grade separation needs.
Another BRT option used a combination of the
railroad right-of-way and I-77. The BRT
alternative to leave the railroad right of way at
Tyvola Road and move to I-77 would provide
relatively more direct service to the employment
areas either side of I-77 but at the expense of
taking service away from the extensive
residential areas just east of South Boulevard.
This alternative also would eliminate transitoriented development possibilities in Pineville.
Any alignment using I-77 does not support the
development opportunities for the corridor.
Why Rail?
This corridor has characteristics and advantages
that make both rail, particularly light rail transit,
and busway systems feasible. Based on the
analysis conducted during this study and the
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input from the public, rail transit service is
recommended in this corridor.
•

•
•

Of all the corridors, South Corridor has the
highest number of jobs close to stations.
Land use redevelopment opportunities are
somewhat limited along the corridor and are
confined to specific locations, rather than
being widespread; therefore their
development at high intensities is more
critical and is more consistent with rail
service rather than with a bus mode.
The projected ridership for the rail system is
strong.
The existing redevelopment of the South
End area of the corridor is oriented around
the existing railroad corridor. The rail
system is the most compatible with the
urban design characteristics of this area.
Buses would most likely need to be grade
separated at major intersections because of
their high frequency at peak hour; however
trains, which run less frequently, would
likely not need grade separation at major
intersections. Keeping transit at grade is
very important for neighborhood access,
urban design, and reducing the “barrier”
effect of transit.

•

The railroad right-of-way is available from
the Center City to Tyvola Road and, subject
to negotiations, can be shared with the
existing freight operations from Tyvola
Road south to Pineville.

•

While both the busway and rail alternatives
are compatible with the Vintage Trolley that
will be operating in the corridor, rail transit
– particularly LRT – offers both the most
operationally efficient and cost-effective
alternative. Both the LRT and Vintage
Trolley can operate on the same tracks and
share stations.
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•

The rail system in this corridor has the
lowest capital cost per rider of any of the
five corridors. Capital costs per rider are
also within the range of rail projects that
typically receive federal funding.

•

This corridor is projected to suffer the worst
congestion of the five by 2025.

Phased Implementation
First 5 Years
•

Run express bus service on I-77 (without
improvements).

6-10 Years
•

Construct the rail improvements and begin
rail service to Tyvola Road.

11-25 Years
•

Complete the rail service to Pineville.
Corridor Issues and Next Steps
While rail transit appears to best satisfy the objectives for
the South Corridor, the final transit technology decision
for that corridor must be deferred until the detailed
Environmental Impact Study (EIS) that was recently
initiated has produced a consensus on a locally preferred
modal alternative. It is anticipated that federal funding
will be necessary and sought for major rapid transit
investments in the South and other corridors. Federal
regulations require an EIS to produce a consensus on a
locally preferred modal alternative and alignment, and
establish final design concepts and costs. At that time all
reasonable technologies and alignments must be evaluated,
regardless of the findings and recommendations of prior
studies. Therefore all the options, both rail and BRT,
identified as part of this study, and possible additional
ones, must be revisited in the EIS.
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Airport Corridor
Within the 2025 timeframe BRT is preferred to
rail in the Airport Corridor.

•

Recruit small startup businesses that can
benefit by being close to both the Airport
and the Center City.

•

Coordinate future Airport development
including employment, lodging and related
facilities such as satellite parking with
extension of the transit system.

•

Reserve, through zoning and other land use
policies, a large, transit friendly, regional
employment growth center west of the
future I-485. Extend transit to tie this center
to the Airport and Center City.

General Corridor Characteristics
•

Major opportunity to link Center City and
the Charlotte-Douglas International Airport.

•

Proximity to the Center City limits potential
for major edge city development
opportunities.

•

Wilkinson Boulevard revitalization needs
are extensive, but markets are currently
weak.

•

Area west of the airport and future I-485
could become important transit-oriented
employment center.

Key BRT Improvements
•

Shared use of a transitway on the NCRR
right-of-way from the Charlotte
Transportation Center to 2nd Street (which
also would be used by transit vehicles in the
South and Independence Corridors). Using
the Center City streets to 2nd Street is also an
option).

•

Enter/Exit the transitway at 2nd Street, and
operate in mixed traffic along 2nd Street,
then using the Brevard/College Street oneway pair to access Carson Boulevard.

•

A bus lane/busway on Carson Boulevard to
the main NS corridor, and busway along the
south side of the NS right-of-way, over I-77
and a flyover over the NS tracks to enter
Wilkinson Boulevard at Suttle Avenue.

•

A busway along Wilkinson Boulevard to
Morris Field Drive. This requires taking a
traffic lane in each direction, but traffic
forecasts indicate that this is acceptable.
The busway would be separated from the
general-purpose lanes by rumble strips and
planted medians where feasible.

•

A busway along Morris Field Drive and
Josh Birmingham Parkway to enter the
Airport road system to service the terminal.

•

On street, mixed traffic operations from the
Airport to Wilkinson Boulevard and then
west to the future I-485 and development
immediately west.

Land Use Actions:
Air traffic impacts, such as noise and height
restrictions, limit the land use opportunities in
much of the Airport Corridor. Residential
development is therefore somewhat constrained.
Proximity to the Center City also diminishes the
chance that this corridor can attract edge city
development, unlike some airports located
farther from their related central business
district.
Nevertheless, there is much vacant and
underused land in this corridor that transit can
help revitalize. Specific actions include:
•

The following stations should receive
special attention and early action because of
their significant potential to support transitoriented development: Airport, Little Rock
and Queensgate.

•

Wilkinson Boulevard has several proposed
transit stops and revitalization possibilities
should be tied to transit access.

•

To encourage areawide reinvestment,
redevelop Queensgate as a communityoriented public service, educational and
commercial center.
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Key Transit Plan Features
Corridor length – 10.0 miles
Total number of stations – 17
Number of stations served by feeder buses
(including Center City) – 2
Number of stations with major park-andride facilities – 6
One-way, all-stop trip time – 24 minutes
Service frequency – 15 minutes in peak
periods, 30 minutes at other times
Capital cost in 1998 dollars - $74 million

The candidate alignment tested follows almost
the identical alignment proposed for the BRT
plan. This would provide a very similar level of
service to a busway, but at a much higher cost.
Nevertheless, to the extent practical, the busway
should be designed to allow a possible
conversion to rail after 2025.
Why BRT?
BRT is the most cost-effective alternative for
this corridor.
•

The Airport Corridor’s indicators, like the
University’s, clearly suggest that BRT be
the transit mode within this Plan’s
timeframe. Both job and housing numbers
within the station areas are comparatively
low.

•

The cost per mile for rail construction is the
highest of all corridors. It is also more than
doubles the cost for BRT.

•

The projected ridership levels are higher for
BRT than for rail. Therefore capital costs
per rider for BRT are much lower than for
rail.

•

The proposed alignment is "technologyneutral", i.e., the initial busway alignment
can convert to rail if station area
development and ridership demand warrants
this after 2025. Longer term, significant
new employment opportunities west of the
airport could provide sufficient ridership to
warrant a transition to more intensive transit
modes.

Other BRT Options Considered
Alternative busway alignments were considered
at both ends of the corridor, either as initial low
cost options, or long term possibilities. At the
Airport end, one option would be to stay on
Wilkinson Boulevard all the way to Little Rock
Road, or use Boyer Street and Old Dowd Road.
Continuing BRT along Wilkinson Boulevard
instead of Morris Field Road and the Parkway
would increase direct service to additional
redevelopment sites along Wilkinson between
Morris Field and Little Rock. However, the
proposed route provides more opportunities for
constructing a busway to access the Airport
terminal. At the Center City end, buses initially
could use the general-purpose lanes on I-277 to
connect from Wilkinson Boulevard to the Center
City, but in the longer term the exclusive
busway as proposed provides superior service.
The Rail Alternative
Several potential rail alignments were developed
and evaluated, including use of the NS right-ofway with the connection to the Airport terminal
via a people mover included in the Airport’s
master plan. The alternative of using the NS
right-of-way instead of Wilkinson Boulevard
would have sharply diminished the potential of
rapid transit to help stimulate redevelopment in
this corridor. The 45-foot separation required
between active freight and LRT tracks also
makes this a costly option. NS also proposes to
install additional tracks in the existing right-ofway.
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Phased Implementation
First 5 Years
•

Develop a busway along Wilkinson
Boulevard from Suttle Avenue to Morris
Field Drive.

6-10 Years
•

Develop a busway along Morris Field Drive
and Josh Birmingham Parkway to the
Airport.
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11-25 Years
•

Complete the bus improvements from the
Airport to I-485 (Ticer Creek).

•

Build the connection from Wilkinson
Boulevard to Center City.
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Corridor Issues and Next Steps
The key issue for the Airport Corridor is to coordinate
the improvements on Wilkinson Boulevard to support
to the maximum extent possible redevelopment
efforts in the area.
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Complementary Transit
Improvements
The primary focus of the Plan is on the rapid
transit corridor facilities. However, this is only
one element of the total plan. To provide
improved transit service to all the citizens of
Mecklenburg County, other transit
improvements also will be necessary. It is
essential that improved transit service be
initiated throughout the County, including
within the corridors, as soon as possible. Transit
use will only increase if service improvements
lead to ridership growth.
To do this a series of improvements to the
existing transit system is recommended for
implementation in the first five years of the
Transit/Land Use Plan. (Some of these
improvements are outlined in the Charlotte
Department of Transportation’s Five-Year Plan.)
These include:

•

Provision of all-day, two-way, all-stops
service that follows as closely as possible
the ultimate rapid transit alignments in each
corridor. This service aims to address trips
destined to the Center City, and between the
suburbs and new job locations.

•

Increased peak-period express service in
each corridor and in the areas between the
corridors.

•

New local service in each of the towns of
Huntersville, Davidson, Cornelius, Mint
Hill, Matthews and Pineville to facilitate
travel within the towns and to act as feeder
service to the new corridor all-stops
services.

•

New local service in the currently unserved
outer areas in Charlotte.

•

Added services by the Department of Social
Services to transport the elderly to and from
non-medical trips and the disabled to jobs.

•

Extended service hours to allow people to
travel earlier and later on the system each
day.

•

Increased specialized transit service for the
disabled and elderly and additional disabledaccessible buses.

•

New transit hubs at SouthPark and Eastland
malls, the Arrowood area, CharlotteDouglas International Airport and the
University City and Beatties Ford Road
areas (these locations are shown on the map
on page 52). These hubs provide
neighborhood-based service to area jobs,
shopping centers and cross-town
connections.

•

Expanded vanpool and carpool ride sharing
programs, particularly in areas outside the
corridors.

•

Replacement of aging bus fleet.

•

Increased cross-town service linking the
corridors and the new transit hubs so as to
make it easier to travel from one suburb to
another without having to travel through the
Center City.
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The Plan also provides additional funding in the
6 to 10-year and 10+ time periods for further
service improvements of this type throughout
the County which will be in addition to the
specific corridor capital improvements. In other
words, this is intended to be a balanced plan,
which allocates substantial resources into a
variety of transit services in addition to the
corridors.
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Roads Strategy
A healthy transportation system gives citizens a
variety of ways to travel about the region.
Charlotte-Mecklenburg’s approach is to
continue building and widening roads where
appropriate while at the same time improving
and expanding transit, pedestrian, bicycling, and
ride-sharing alternatives.
Charlotte has invested significant funds in
construction of roads over the past twelve years.
Proceeds from bonds authorized in 1987, 1988
and 1996 have totaled nearly $175 million, not
including bond money used for other projects
such as sidewalks.
Significant state efforts have included the
interstate roadways in Mecklenburg County, the
outer belt (I-485), Independence Boulevard
reconstruction and numerous smaller, but
significant road widenings, including W.T.
Harris Boulevard, Albemarle Road and
Westinghouse Boulevard.
The Mecklenburg-Union Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MUMPO) plans roads and transit,
as well as other modes of transportation. The
MUMPO includes representatives from
Mecklenburg and Union Counties, all seven
municipalities in Mecklenburg County, and
Stallings, Indian Trail and Weddington in Union
County.
The adopted transportation plan for the year
2015 identifies roadway construction and
improvement needs totaling more than $1.1
billion. Of these needs, roughly $178 million
are funded over the next seven years, leaving a
shortfall of $870 million for the state and $33
million in the MUMPO balance. The map on
the following page shows the projects within
Mecklenburg County that have been constructed
recently, are under construction or are funded
between 1990 and 2005.
Charlotte has done an admirable job keeping
pace with city road needs. The State, however,
has lagged behind in the amount of funding
required to keep pace with needs on State
system roads. A recent review of the top
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unfunded roadway needs in Mecklenburg
County showed that most were on the state
system. Given that need, the Charlotte City
Council approved an $88 million bond
referendum for Fall 1998 that will fund 11
projects on State system roads. These projects
are also shown in the following map.
In keeping with the local commitment to make
necessary improvements to the area roadway
system, the City and State are investigating
opportunities for increased funding for road
maintenance and other possibilities for
additional construction funding. Options might
include re-allocation of currently available funds
or exploration of new funding sources.
HOV Lanes
The region’s 2015 Transportation Plan includes
high occupancy vehicle (HOV) facilities on I-77
to the north and south as well as on US 74 East.
HOV lanes are a proven transportation solution
with widespread application throughout North
America. They increase the overall person-trip
capacity of a freeway system when compared to
general purpose lanes and are part of a roadway
strategy that complements the proposed rapid
transit plan. HOV lanes typically serve long
distance commuters traveling to a central
business area. For this market, they provide
good service. However, HOV lanes do not
provide a true rapid transit service since there
are limited intermediate stops and usually no
reverse direction or off-peak service. They do
not provide, therefore, transit service for the
majority of commuters, and have little or no
potential to stimulate or support land use
intensification.
There may be opportunities where HOV and bus
rapid transit may be co-located. For example,
the presence of an HOV lane may provide an
opportunity to provide bus priority service in a
corridor prior to the construction of a separate
busway. Similarly, HOVs could use a section of
busway so long as this does not degrade the
level of transit service.
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The Phased Implementation
An extensive transit system, like the 70-mile one
in this Plan, requires many years to become fully
operational. Careful technical analysis must
proceed construction of each line. Furthermore,
a community never has the funding to build such
a system all at once. Public commitment to
carry out the plan in full must be sustained for
many years. Early, if only modest, successes
that must be readily apparent are essential to
secure this long-term commitment.
This Transit/Land Use Plan respects these
realities and shows how to phase in both the
technical options and the land use development
recommendations. This phasing will secure
initial benefits without exceeding available
funding or prematurely installing options before
they are feasible and effective.
The following maps show how the plan has been
divided into short-term (0-5 years), mid-term (610 years), and long-term (11-25 years)
initiatives. These are summarized in more detail
previously in the specific corridor plans.
Highlights of the phasing plan include:
•

Typically, the implementation of the rapid
transit improvements commences at the
Center City and extends outward over time.

•

Every phase includes rapid transit elements
in every corridor.
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The immediate opportunities for implementing
complementary transit improvements throughout
the county, including the “wedges” between the
corridors, are:
•

Develop transit hubs at economic centers.

•

Expand hours of operation of existing bus
service.

•

Add local and express bus routes, including
service to major employment centers.

•

Implement local bus service in the Towns.

•

Expand community services for special
populations such as senior citizens and
people with disabilities.

•

Expand carpool and vanpool programs

•

Add cross-town service.

•

Provide feeder bus service to connect the
wedges with the corridors.

Ultimately, the transit system is envisioned as
serving the 20-mile ring of towns beyond
Charlotte, as the long-term regional system map
suggests.
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South Corridor
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Total Plan Costs
The total 25-year cost in 1998 dollars to build
the transit system is $831 million. This includes
$760 million in capital costs for the five
corridors (as described in this report) and $71
million for other transit improvements over the
25-year period. The capital costs include all
items that are needed for each alternative to be
fully operational. These include construction of
railroad tracks, busways or shoulder widenings
(for BRT options), bridges and other structures,
signal and power systems, railroad grade
crossing protection, stations (including park and
ride lots), vehicles, storage yard and
maintenance shop, and right-of-way acquisition.
Unit costs were derived from local costs, or
where there was no local experience (such as
some of the LRT system elements), prices from
systems constructed elsewhere in the country.
The total cost also includes design and
construction administration/management fees,
and a contingency to account for the conceptual
level of engineering and to allow for unknowns
(30 percent for most items, 50 percent for rightof-way).

Year
Corridors
Other
Total Capital
Net O&M
Total
Annual Cost

0-5
175
14
189
40
$ 229 $
$ 46 $

6-10
11-25
Total
239
346 $ 760
12
45 $
71
251
391 $ 831
57
157 $ 254
308 $ 548 $ 1,085
62 $
37 $
43

Transit Plan Costs
(Millions - 1998 dollars)

Capital costs combined with costs for
operations, maintenance and other expenditures
total $1,085 million over 25 years (by way of
comparison, the construction costs of the
outerbelt are also about one billion dollars).
This represents an annual cost of about $43
million. Note that much of the operations and
maintenance cost is for transit services outside
the corridors as described earlier.
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North
University
Independence
South
Airport
Total

0-5
34
65
32
26
18
$ 175

6-10
79
13
33
95
19
$ 239

11-25
106
36
61
106
37
$ 346

Total
$ 219*
$ 114
$ 126
$ 227
$ 74
$ 760

* Does not include median HOV lanes that
can be utilized by buses to be funded under I77 widening project (as an HOV facility).

Corridor Capital Costs
(Millions - 1998 dollars)

Operating and maintenance (O&M) costs are
costs incurred annually to run the service and
maintain all facilities (vehicles, tracks, signals,
etc.). They include labor, fuel and parts,
insurance, and other overhead items as well as
the cost for operating and maintaining the
stations. Rail O&M costs are based on the
amount of service required as well as the
number of vehicles required for each corridor.
(The North Corridor O&M cost also includes an
estimated payment to Norfolk Southern for use
of the track.) BRT O&M costs were derived by
multiplying the projected annual vehicle-hours
of operation by the actual current hourly vehicle
operating cost for Charlotte Transit System.

Plan Benefits
The above costs must be measured against the
benefits of the recommended transit system.
Some transit benefits can be quantified readily,
while others are more difficult to quantify. Even
so, the non-quantified benefits are significant.
In this analysis, four factors were quantified for
the year 2025: reduced congestion, reduced
vehicle motoring costs, reduced accidents and
reduced external costs (e.g., pollution). The
analysis compared the differences in benefits
and costs between no new transit system versus
the recommended transit plan for the above four
factors. Using best practice standards, the
monetary benefits versus the total annual costs
in 2025 are displayed in the table below.
It should be recognized that this benefit-cost
ratio applies only for the year 2025. Because
costs are incurred immediately and full benefits
take time to accrue, the benefit-cost ratio for
previous years would be less than 1.6, the
benefit-cost ration in 2025. This positive
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benefit-cost ratio is greater than the 1.5 value
often held up as a necessary threshold for public
works projects. (Note that much of the
operating and maintenance cost is for noncorridor services, including community services
for special populations, the benefits for which
are not included in the above ratio).1
However, other significant non-monetized
benefits also accrue from implementing this
transit-land use plan. These include:
•

Regional economic growth.

•

Increased mobility options for all.

•

Improved accessibility to jobs and social
services for the poor.

•

Reduced public infrastructure investments
resulting from more compact, transitoriented growth.

•

Reduced private parking expenditures,
especially in the Center City area.

•

Urban revitalization.
Estimated Year 2025
Quantifiable Economic Benefits and Costs
Annual Benefits (Millions – 1998 dollars):
• Travel time savings to motorists
$54.293
•
•

Vehicle operating cost savings to
motorists and transit users

$13.376

Reduced accidents and external/
unborne costs (e.g., less air pollution) $ 4.265

TOTAL QUANTIFIABLE BENEFIT:
Annual Costs (Millions – 1998 dollars):
• Capital costs
• Difference in operations and
maintenance costs between the
build and no-build alternatives

$71.934
$33.200
$11.300

TOTAL COST

$44.500

NET BENEFIT (in Year 2025)

$27.434

BENEFIT-COST RATIO

1

1.62

Further discussion of the costs and benefits used to
calculate the benefit-cost ratio is presented in the
appendices separate from this report.
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Funding
Funding for this plan would come from a
combination of local, state and federal funding,
though not all elements will be funded by all
sources. Local funding will play a predominant
role, particularly operations and maintenance of
the service. However, some capital expenditures
would be eligible for federal and state matching
grants.
Based on current legislation and the experience
of several recent projects with federal funding, a
realistic scenario for eligible federal
participation projects would be 25 percent local,
25 percent State, and 50 percent Federal
funding.
In 1997, the North Carolina General Assembly
granted Mecklenburg County the authority to
levy a one-half cent public transportation sales
and use tax. If the citizens approve the tax, the
net proceeds will be distributed among the
County and any municipalities that operate a
public transportation system.
The State of North Carolina has adopted a
Transit 2001 Plan that includes support for local
rapid transit systems. The State also has
indicated a willingness to fund up to 25 percent
of the capital cost of such systems (though as yet
no funding has been appropriated).
If accepted by Congress, it is reasonable to
expect that federal funds could account for 50
percent of the total capital cost of an eligible
project. However, federal funding is limited,
and realistically only a portion of the capital
projects included in this 2025 Plan can be
expected to attract federal matching funds.
To be considered for federal funding requires
completing a federally mandated Environmental
Assessment. This process has been initiated for
the South Corridor, which has already received
Federal funding for the study. That study, must
consider all reasonable alternatives regardless of
the recommendations in this report), must
address feasibility criteria specified by the
Federal Transit Administration (FTA).
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These are referred to as “New Start” criteria, and
a favorable rating on these, in comparison to
other competing projects seeking federal funding
throughout the country, can lead to the project
being recommended as a New Start by the FTA
to Congress for discretionary funding. Criteria
include:
•

Level of mobility improvement provided by
the project

•

Extent to which land use policies are
supportive of rapid transit, and

•

Environmental benefits (specifically air
quality and energy conservation)

•

Transit operating efficiency

•

Cost effectiveness

•

Local financial commitment

Dedicated Funding
The thirty-year planning effort required to create the 2025
transit system will not be successful without predictable
and reliable funding. Any threat to such predictability
such as sunset provisions will undermine the phased
coordination of transit planning, land use planning and
financial planning that are crucial to fulfillment of the
plan.

Further Considerations
The transit/land use plan also recommends the
community take actions that will keep open rail
transit options in the post-2025 period.
Governmental agencies, in cooperation with the
railroad companies, should protect existing
railroad rights-of-way, ensuring no
encroachments occur. Although the plan
foresees possible rail transit in only two of the
five corridors by the year 2025, rail in other
corridors may be a possibility beyond 2025.
In corridors where the BRT plan relies on the
use of freeway shoulders, better facilities may be
necessary or desirable after 2025. In that
respect, all rail corridors in the region should be
viewed as valuable and irreplaceable resources
for future transportation needs. In the longer
term, the rail corridors also offer excellent
opportunities for regional commuter service into
the adjoining counties.

Failure to sustain such commitments will:
•

Harm Charlotte-Mecklenburg’s ability to issue
needed revenue bonds to support the transit system.

•

Create uncertainty in the minds of potential
developers about the transit system’s long-term
ability to support investment in the station area
projects that are key to generating adequate ridership
and benefit-cost efficiencies.

•

Lessen transit’s ability to help guide urban growth in
accord with the Centers and Corridors vision.

•

Impair incremental expansion of the system if
funding is insufficient or withheld due to premature
conclusions made before transit’s benefits can
become apparent.

•

Diminish the determination to carry out the plan by
making funding a potentially divisive, politically
charged annual dispute.
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GOVERNANCE
Metropolitan Transit Commission

•

Conduct a public involvement program
during the development of the long-range
transit plan, biennial transit operating
program, and five-year transit capital
program.

•

MTC would not own assets or receive
federal grants; these powers would reside
with the County and Municipalities.

I

n 1997, the N.C. General Assembly approved
a bill allowing Mecklenburg County voters to
increase the sales tax a half-cent dedicated to
improving transportation. If voters approve the
increase, it would add roughly $50 million
annually to Charlotte-Mecklenburg’s resources
for designing and developing busways,
passenger rail and other transit alternatives.
If voters approve the half-cent sales tax for
transit, an organization would be established to
manage that revenue and oversee transit
operations. The recommendation from City,
County, and Town managers is to form a
Metropolitan Transit Commission (MTC).
Under this proposal, an eight-member body
would plan and oversee future transit service
countywide. These are the key elements of that
recommendation.

Composition of the MTC
•

Eight members (one from each participating
Municipality and the County) would
comprise the MTC. This number would
expand if additional jurisdictions become
part of the transit system in the future.

•

Members would be senior staff or citizens
with the appointments made by the
respective elected bodies.

•

Chair and Vice-Chair would be selected
biennially by the members of the MTC.

Guiding Principles
•

Provide for coordinated transit operations on
a countywide basis.

•

Assure that Town interests are represented.

•

Retain for the elected bodies the
responsibility of approving long-range
transit plans and the capital and operating
programs that support these plans.

•

Ensure that public involvement is a
component.

•

Be flexible and expandable so jurisdictions
outside Mecklenburg County could become
part of the system.

Staffing
•

Technical and management staff support of
the MTC would be provided by the City of
Charlotte with a Town representative from
the MTC and the County Manager assisting
the City Manager in the selection and
evaluation of the person serving as the staff
director.

•

A transit technical committee of senior staff
from the County, each Municipality,
NCDOT’s Transit Division, the CharlotteMecklenburg Planning Commission, and
contracted private transit operators would
work with the MTC and its staff on transit
planning and programming.

•

A citizens’ advisory group, appointed by the
governing boards of the participating
jurisdictions, would assist in the public
involvement program and provide
continuing citizen input to the MTC.

Responsibilities of the MTC
•

Develop and periodically update a longrange transit plan for Mecklenburg County.

•

Prepare biennial transit operating programs
and five-year capital programs for all transit
services in the County.
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Governance

operating and capital programs could be
implemented. A mechanism would be
established to resolve differences between
the two bodies that could block plan and
program adoption, should they occur.

Transit Operations
•

•

Transit services in accordance with the longrange transit plan and operating and capital
programs would be provided through one or
more private contractors and/or other
governmental entities.
Jurisdictions could choose to staff and
operate their own transit service that is
coordinated with other service in the
County.

•

Any governing body could request the MTC
to re-examine and consider revisions to
elements of the plan or programs within a
prescribed review and approval period.

•

Failure by one or more Town boards to
approve the long-range transit plan and
biennial and five-year capital and operating
programs could result in the elimination of
some or all of those transit services in the
plan and programs that were targeted for
those jurisdictions. If such Towns were
entitled to a direct allocation of sales tax
revenues on a per capita basis, they could
use those sales tax revenues to provide
transit service different from that proposed
in the plan.

Allocation of Financial Resources
and Approval by Participating
Jurisdictions
•

•

•

The long-range transit plan and the biennial
and five-year transit operating and capital
programs would reflect proposed transit
service investments in the Towns that equal
or exceed the sales tax revenue shares for
those communities, unless a community
expressed a desire for less service.
Jurisdictions also could pledge funds other
than sales tax revenues in support of more
service.
The long-range transit plan and biennial and
five-year capital and operating programs
would be submitted to the governing bodies
of the County and Municipalities for review
and approval. Any jurisdiction providing
their own funds (either their direct allocation
of the sales tax revenue or other funds) in
support of the transit plan and programs
would make their own budgetary decisions
related to their funds.
Approval by the Charlotte City Council and
the Mecklenburg Board of County
Commissioners would be required before
the long-range transit plan and transit
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Other Features
•

This organizational structure would not
require new enabling legislation. It would
be created by interlocal agreement among all
participating local governments.

•

Physical assets, such as transit vehicles and
rights-of-way, would be owned by County,
Municipal, and possibly State governments.

•

The County or Municipal governments
would make applications for federal grants,
with grant funds committed to
improvements in the long-range transit plan
and capital and operating programs.

•

Transit operations would be organized in a
manner that satisfies federal labor protection
requirements.
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T

he 2025 Transit/Land Use Plan was
developed over an intensive six months of
analysis, field work, discussions, meetings and
review. A typical plan of this magnitude often
stretches over a longer period. This process
followed the same steps, but concentrated the
same total work hours into a shorter schedule so
that a plan could be presented to the elected
officials and the community to decide whether to
place a referendum on the ballot for a half-cent
sales tax to support transit. This window of
opportunity to call for a referendum, provided
by the state legislature, drove the concerted
effort to develop this plan.

Technical Process
Key Steps
The plan’s development followed all the basic
steps essential to determining the feasibility and
nature of Charlotte-Mecklenburg’s transit future.
1. Conduct field work in all corridors.
The staff and consultants toured each of the
five corridors to identify existing
development, sites already committed for
development (“pipeline” development), and
sites with potential for development or redevelopment. Furthermore, they identified
railroad tracks, rights-of-way, and highways
that have the potential to accommodate rapid
transit routes (“alignments”).
Initially the corridors were defined broadly
to include at least one-half mile on each side
of the railroad and major highways that form
the transportation backbone of the corridor.
Staff from the Charlotte Department of
Transportation, Mecklenburg County
Engineering and Building Standards
Department, and planners from the other
municipalities within the county and in
adjoining counties accompanied the
consultants on these field visits.
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2. Determine how much future growth could
be shifted into the corridors.
Land use maps and data were analyzed to
determine how much new development or
growth could be accommodated in the
corridors and in the “wedges” between the
corridors.
3. Develop a “growth trend” scenario.
A forecast of where future households and
jobs would be located in the county was
developed. Such an allocation indicates
how close or how far the actual growth
trends are in conformance with the Centers
and Corridors vision, and which areas would
have higher potential transit ridership. The
scenario was based on county population
and employment projections for 2025 and
assumed the current dispersed development
pattern would continue.
4. Determine which rapid transit
technologies are the most appropriate for
the needs in Charlotte-Mecklenburg.
There are more forms of transit than the
three modes included in this plan. Based on
the initial field visits and other factors such
as potential ridership, the consultants
eliminated other modes, such as commuter
rail, from further consideration.
5. Identify sites with significant development
or redevelopment opportunities.
Based on an analysis of land use in the
corridors and wedges, all large parcels of
land (25 or more acres) in each corridor
were reviewed to determine which were
prime candidates for future transit-oriented
development.
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6. Identify potential alignments for the
candidate technologies in each corridor.
The consultants reviewed land use
objectives and opportunities, operating and
physical requirements of the technologies,
field work, maps, aerial photography, prior
studies, input from local planners and
engineers, and input from the corridor
meetings to select the most promising transit
alignments in each corridor.
7. Introduce the community to the process
through a community-wide kick-off, and
involve them in corridor-specific public
meetings.
Following a March kick-off meeting, public
work sessions were held during April in
each of the five corridors to begin educating
the public to transit and land use concepts
and terminology, and to describe the Centers
and Corridors vision. Citizen breakout
sessions provided participants with hands-on
opportunities to view corridor maps,
familiarize themselves with the corridors,
and provide input on issues of concern in the
development of transit and land use options.
8. Present potential alignments and
development/redevelopment
opportunities for discussion in each
corridor.
Meetings in each of the five corridors during
May featured presentations of the potential
alignments and land use changes, as well as
the technicalities of the various transit
modes. Public comments resulted in
refinements of alignments, potential station
locations, and associated land uses.
9. Identify a single, representative rail and
bus transit alignment for each corridor.
The consultants narrowed down all
possibilities to one rail and one busway
alignment. These selections incorporated
the potential of the various options to shape
future growth, the relative ease and
comparative cost of implementing each
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rapid transit option, potential environmental
and social impacts (“fatal flaws”), and input
from the May corridor meetings. This
process entailed additional field visits and
intensive teamwork to narrow down the
options. Based on the analysis undertaken
to date, the representative alignments are the
most reasonable and most cost-effective.
10. Develop preliminary coordinated land
use and transit plans for the two
potential alignments in each corridor.
Presenting these alternatives was the focus
of the June corridor meetings. The
information presented at each corridor
meeting included the alignments and
station locations specific to each corridor,
the type and amount of development that
could occur at each station area, land use
policies and incentives, indicative capital
costs, and other transit service
characteristics.
11. Select the preferred plan for each
corridor, based on a more detailed
evaluation of the two alternative plans
(bus and rail) in each corridor.
This evaluation included several phases:
• Fine-tuning the rapid transit alignments
and service parameters, station
locations, and land use concepts.
• Calculating the number of households
and jobs that could be located in the
station areas and corridors by 2025 for
the transit-oriented and trend
development scenarios.
• Projecting the 2025 ridership on the two
candidate transit technologies systems in
each corridor.
• Finalizing the capital and annual
operating and maintenance costs.
• Projecting future conditions on the
major radial highway facilities in each
corridor.
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Public Involvement

•

Government Channel programming
featuring call-in shows and educational
videos.

•

City/County services bill inserts.

•

Road signage (similar to zoning notices)
highlighting dates and times of corridor
group meetings.

•

Information available at the City/County
web site.

•

Information hotline (City/County Customer
Service and Information Center).

•

E-mail opportunities for citizens to send
comments and questions and receive prompt
response from the appropriate source.

•

Media relations activities - assisting
reporters with information and story ideas,
participating in television programs and
radio talk shows focusing on the transit
planning process. These activities resulted
in extensive and detailed media coverage
throughout the entire process.

The Process
Involving citizens in developing this
Transit/Land Use Plan was an integral and
essential component to the overall planning
process. From citizens involved in the corridor
and public meetings as well as those who
provided input through the variety of other
methods developed to engage the public, the
consultant team came to understand better the
transit/land use needs and wishes of the
community. Many of the specific details of this
2025 plan respond directly to comments and
suggestions from members of the community.
To support the transit planning process, an
extensive and intensive public involvement and
education process was developed, which
included the following components:
•

Three public meetings, two of which were
televised live, providing opportunities for
people to call in questions and comments.
These meetings were taped for multiple
rebroadcasts.

•

15 corridor group meetings which gave
citizens hands-on opportunities to participate
with the consultants in creating the plan from locating alignments and stations to
selecting preferred transit technologies and
identifying areas for potential
development/redevelopment. Attendance
exceeded 200 people per month.

•

Advertisements in local newspapers and
radio stations and on Charlotte Transit buses
promoting corridor group meetings and
public meetings.

•

Bi-weekly fax/e-mail newsletters - one for
elected officials, one for citizens.

•

12-page newspaper insert summarizing the
plan.

•

Direct mail to more than 4,000 people who
signed up to be on the mailing list.

•

Speaker’s bureau presentations to civic and
neighborhood groups throughout the
County.
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Given the amount of work and coordination
required, considerable staff and consultant
resources were dedicated to developing and
implementing this public involvement/
education campaign. Staff from Charlotte’s
Corporate Communications, Mecklenburg
County’s Public Service and Information
Department, Charlotte-Mecklenburg Planning
Commission and Charlotte Department of
Transportation worked together with a local
consultant with expertise in constituencies and
land use and a local consultant who served as a
liaison with minority communities.
Additionally, specially trained facilitators were
hired to assist in conducting corridor group
meetings.
Transit Planning Advisory Committee (T-PAC)
The Charlotte City Council, Mecklenburg Board
of County Commissioners, Mecklenburg County
School Board and the towns of Matthews, Mint
Hill, Pineville, Cornelius, Huntersville and
Davidson appointed a total of 21 citizens to
serve on the Transit Planning Advisory
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Committee (T-PAC). The charge to this
committee included:
•

Evaluating the opportunities for public
involvement.

•

Determining whether the plan developed
provides sufficient basis for citizens to vote
on a half-cent sales tax funding source.

•

Making a collective go/no go decision on
whether to recommend holding a Fall 1998
referendum.

In addition to attending the corridor and public
meetings, T-PAC met 11 times between March
and August to hear reports from the consultants,
discuss technical aspects of the developing plan
and review input received from citizens.
Transit Planning Advisory Committee
Johnsie Beck, Co-Chair
Jim Palermo, Co-Chair
Nelson Benzing
Bob Collins
David Hartgen
Rick Hood
Scott Lawrence
Ken Loucks
Thomas Mussoni
Ruth Samuelson
Frank Tilley
Joyce White

Daren Bitter
Shellie Marie Davis
Ike Heard, Jr.
Steve Horton
Mark Loflin
Bill Mowry
James Ross
Edwin Smith
Ed Weisiger, Jr.

The Importance of Public Input in the
Transit/Land Use Planning Process
It was apparent from the more than 250 people
attending the kick-off meeting in March that
there was substantial community interest in
transit/land use planning. People representing a
good cross-section of the community and from
communities adjacent to Mecklenburg County
actively participated in discussions and planning
exercises. Their level of participation,
commitment to tackling the issues and
surprisingly sophisticated knowledge of transit
issues made planning for active involvement
doubly important.
Corridor Group Meetings
Three sets of corridor group meetings (April,
May and June) were held in each of the five
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corridors. These meetings constituted the “core”
of public involvement. During each meeting,
different aspects of the emerging plan were
presented and discussed. Participants used large
maps of the corridors to provide comments on
alignments, station locations and other aspects of
the plan.
Citizen input provided the basis for several
changes to the consultants’ original vision for
transit and land use development. For example,
in the Independence Corridor, consultants
initially envisioned a connection at Conference
Drive between the HOV/busway on
Independence and the existing rail corridor just
parallel to Monroe Road. Citizens explained
that the Conference Drive area is already too
congested and offered Krefeld Road as an
alternative. As a result, Krefeld Road became
the connection point in the final plan.
Citizens filled out comment sheets following
each meeting, which provided useful
information and evaluations. Data gathered at
the first meetings prompted immediate changes,
including moving meeting locations, extending
meeting times and expanding the question and
answer sessions.
Citizen comments covered a wide range of
opinions, including:
•

“Transit is a must; let’s find a good solution
to it for all of us.”

•

“I am disappointed at the focus on
increasing population density and not on
improving transit options in the near future.
We cannot wait 10 years for population
density to increase to take the pressure off
roads.”

•

“I mainly came tonight for information; I
got what I came for. Let’s keep looking at
every issue.”

•

“This [process] is democracy at its best!”

•

“I fear this will be another ‘filed for
information’ study.”

•

“We need to move forward while choices
still exist.”
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CONCLUSION

N

o decision of this importance is without
risk. To implement this plan’s land use
vision and to begin making these transit
investments requires a substantial commitment.
And yet, it can be argued from an analysis of
current trends that the greater risk to economic
prosperity and quality of life is to continue
dispersed, randomly located growth.

Direct benefits include increased mobility
options across the county and improved job
access. This growth strategy will also reduce the
long-term costs of transportation and
infrastructure improvements by making the best
use of existing facilities and reducing the
demands for extensive new facilities and
infrastructure.

If development continues its present course,
Charlotte-Mecklenburg risks the slow stagnation
of an increasingly
inaccessible
Center City, the
out-migration of
major
employment to
neighboring
jurisdictions,
diminished
economic
opportunities for
residents, loss of
tax base, and loss
of the ability to
sustain existing
levels of service.

Transit based on appropriate technology and
prudent land use policies will give CharlotteMecklenburg a
transit system
tailored to its
specific needs.
The system will
support the
region’s Centers
and Corridors
land use
strategies.

The decision to
pursue an
integrated transit
and land use strategy cannot be put off for long.
Although a rapid transit system will not be fully
operational for decades, the community must
soon make the land use and fiscal decisions that
will make such a system a reasonable
investment. Inaction compounds the problem
and makes the solutions increasingly more
difficult, if not impossible.
There are both direct and indirect benefits of
implementing this Transit/Land Use Plan.

The Transit/Land
Use Plan
presented here is
an incremental
strategy that
minimizes risks
while maximizing
the potential
rewards.
The potential rewards are many. The transit and
land use features of this plan will increase the
community’s power to stave off suburban flight.
The Plan will offer a variety of high quality
housing opportunities, retain existing large
employers and attract new ones. The Center
City will continue to grow and remain a
dominant economic center within the region and
nation. Indeed, citizens will have full access to
the economic opportunities that a growing
community offers.

SUMMARY OF TECHNICAL APPENDICES
The 2025 Plan proposals stem from an intensive
analysis and technical evaluation of transit and
land use options. Those wishing to review this
work should refer to the Technical Appendices.
The following is a summary of the information
found in these documents.

Appendix A - Demographic
Projections
A.1 WEFA Forecasts: Based on national,
state, regional and local economic trends and
dynamics, these forecasts were the basis of the
2025 Plan’s assessment of future development
needs and demand for transit. Produced by the
Wharton Econometric Forecasting Associates
(WEFA), this work presents the increase in
population and households, future employment
growth and income distribution and future
school age population. These changes in
Charlotte-Mecklenburg are compared to changes
in the larger metropolitan region, and a narrative
rationale is provided.

Appendix B - Land Use Analysis
and Projections
B.1 Market Climate – Developer Interviews:
Conducted early in the study by Basile Baumann
and Prost Associates, a series of interviews with
local real estate and developer representatives
gave the consulting team a valuable grounding
in local land use dynamics and probable future
development trends in the community at large
and within each of the five corridors.
B.2 Analysis of Existing Land Use: Using
statistical and map data supplied by local
government and extensive field visits, the
consultants developed a GIS base for each of the
five corridors and documented the distribution
of different land use categories within both the
wedges and corridors. An analysis of vacant
land by zoning category allowed of a “holding
capacity” determination, comparing market
demand with supply. This analysis revealed that

current trends were not fully in accord with the
desired Centers and Corridors vision.
B.3 Land Use Scenarios and Projections –
General Redistribution: A business-as-usual or
trends allocation of growth was distributed
countywide. To modify current trends and
nurture more effective implementation of the
Centers and corridors vision, the expected total
increases in population and employment were
reapportioned among the corridors and wedges
to concentrate more growth in the corridors.
This was based on the previous work and an
understanding of land use markets in CharlotteMecklenburg. This redistribution does not
increase the total amount of expected growth,
but results in more shifting of such transitsupporting land uses as multi-family housing
and office development from the wedges to the
corridors.
B.4 Land Use Scenarios and Projections –
Detailed Redistribution: The generalized
redistribution among wedges and corridors
guided the selection of appropriate transit
technology, alignments and station locations in
each corridor. The local impact of concentrating
more growth in the corridors was assessed in
part by distributing the total future growth
scenarios among all the Traffic Analysis Zones
(TAZs) within each corridor and comparing the
results to the trends growth expectations.
Detailed analysis of the land-use possibilities
within a half-mile of potential station sites was
also part of this analysis.

Appendix C - Ridership Modeling
C.1 Ridership Forecasts: The general
approach to projecting rapid transit system
ridership for each corridor is described in this
section. The land use projections described in
Appendix B, in addition to the transit
operational parameters described in Appendix
D, were key inputs in developing ridership
estimates. This section provides an overview of
the two models that were used for this purpose –
the City of Charlotte’s traditional four-step
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simulation model, and a recently-developed
regression model that is described in greater
detail in Appendix C2. How the results of both
models were used to develop the final
projections is also explained.
C.2 Precedent-based Regression Model: The
second of the two models is detailed in this
section. The model is based on empirical
relationships between actual rapid transit
ridership and transit system service
characteristics and corridor land use
characteristic. The structure of the model is
explained, and its application and results for the
five corridors described.

Appendix D - Evaluation of
Alternatives and Selection of Mode
by Corridor
D.1 Transit Technologies Considered: This
section presents a more detailed overview of the
rapid transit technologies that are considered the
most appropriate for the Charlotte area and the
potential alignments within each corridor (light
rail transit or LRT, diesel-powered, selfpropelled rail cars or DMUs, and bus rapid
transit or BRT). Summary information is given
on key operating and service characteristics,
right-of-way requirements, and cost factors for
each mode. Comparison tables and pictures of
existing systems are included.
D.2 Corridor Alignment Alternatives: This
section provides a detailed description of the
representative bus rapid transit (BRT) and rail
alignment selected for each corridor. Aerial
photo maps showing each alignment and the
station locations are included for each corridor.
Alignments were selected based on previous
studies, field visits, inspection of aerial
photographs, map study, and review of existing
plans and future development concepts. Where
appropriate, alignments were adjusted based on
feedback from the corridor meetings. Reasons
why these alignments were selected over others
considered are also outlined.
D.3 Operational Parameters for
Alternatives: Preliminary operating plans are

presented, including proposed hours of service,
service frequency, and corridor trip times. Also
included are list of stations, indicating which
may be served by feeder buses, express buses
(for the BRT alternatives), and park-and-ride
facilities.
D.4 Capital Costs for Alternatives: The
methodology for calculating capital costs is
detailed in this section. The capital cost for each
alternative was a major factor in determining the
preferred technology for each corridor. Cost
tables are included for each alternative
alignment, showing the unit cost for all project
elements and the quantities for each element.
Provisions for contingencies and unknowns are
clearly indicated.
D.5 Evaluation and Selection of
Alternatives: This section provides additional
details about the ridership and cost impacts of
the various mode and alignment options
evaluated in each corridor. This section also sets
forth some of the qualitative judgments that are
part of the transit and land use recommendations
of the 2025 Plan.

Appendix E - Transit Plan
E.1 Corridors Plan: This section identifies
the alignment and technology selected for
implementation in the 2025 timeframe.
E.2 Complementary Transit Improvements:
The rapid transit corridor facilities are only one
element of the total Plan. To provide improved
transit service to all the citizens of Mecklenburg
County, other transit improvements also will be
necessary. Other, county-wide improvements
and additions to the existing transit system
(including those in the Charlotte Department of
Transportation’s Five Year Plan.) are outlined
and recommended for implementation in the
first five years.
E.3 Plan Costs: The total capital cost for the
Plan are summarized in this section. The
methodology for calculating operations and
maintenance (O&M) costs is also detailed in this
section. O&M cost tables for the rail
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alternatives and for the bus components of the
Plan are included.

support and explains why any short-term
“sunset” provisions would undercut the plan.

Appendix F - Plan Evaluation

G.3 Joint Development Opportunities: This
section consists of a comprehensive survey
article (1991) of the national experience with
joint development at transit stations. Lessons
from this experience are also derived.

F.1 Economic Evaluation: In this section,
quantifiable benefits to transit users and nonusers are estimated. These benefits include
travel time savings, vehicle operating cost
savings, reduced accidents and external/unborn
costs (e.g., pollution). In addition, annualized
system costs are derived.
F.2 Benefit-Cost Results: The benefit-cost
outcomes and ratios are compared in this
section.

G.4 Phasing, Costs and Funding for Transit:
This section summarizes the proposed
implementation of the Plan by phases (0-5 years,
6-10 years, and 11-25 years). It provides a
detailed breakdown of capital costs by phase,
and summary of the O&M costs by phase.
Potential funding sources are also discussed.

F.3 Other Non-Monetized Benefits: This
section discusses the following benefits: regional
economic growth; increased mobility options for
all; improved accessibility to jobs and social
services for the poor; reduced public
infrastructure investments resulting from more
compact, transit-oriented growth; reduced
private parking expenditures, especially in the
Uptown area and, finally, urban revitalization.

Appendix H - Public Involvement

F.4 Land Use Sensitivity Analysis: This
section illustrates the degree to which increased
concentration of growth above the trends
estimates can significantly increase ridership and
reduce per passenger operating costs for the
proposed transit options. It selectively varies
housing and employment growth to test their
impacts and to help in developing land use
thresholds for transit feasibility.

H.3 Public Response and Evaluation: A total
of more than 1,100 citizens attend the public
meetings. In addition, nearly 4,000 citizens
requested they be added to a mailing list for
information on the Transit Plan and its
development. The responses and comments (by
meeting and by corridor) received during the
process are included in this section.

Appendix G - Plan Implementation
G.1 Implementing the Land Use
Recommendations: This section outlines
numerous zoning, subdivision and land
development policies and actions that will foster
transit-oriented development near the proposed
stations. The most notable of these
recommendations is creation of a special Transit
District (TD) zone.
G.2 Stability of Funding: This section stresses
the need for long-term, sustained financial

H.1 The Process: This section provides an
overview of all the elements of the public
involvement process for the study.
H.2 Public Meeting Dates and Locations: All
the locations of the meetings are listed in this
section.

H.4 Transit Planning Advisory Committee
(T-PAC): The Charlotte City Council,
Mecklenburg Board of County Commissioners,
Mecklenburg County School Board and the
towns of Matthews, Mint Hill, Pineville,
Cornelius, Huntersville and Davidson appointed
a total of 21 citizens to serve on the Transit
Planning Advisory Committee (T-PAC). The
charge to this committee and the names of its
members are included in this section.

